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Chapter 161: Exposed! 

  

 

Snakes, pythons and dragons were all reptiles. They were much stronger than ordinary animals. 

However, when they encountered a true Black Qing Sky Dragon of the Dragon Race, they would truly 

encounter their natural enemy. 

Yin Ya’s legs went soft the moment she saw Black Qing. Not only her legs, but the golden-eyed python 

also started trembling. 

Yin Ya clenched her fists and decided to strike first! 

Yin Ya shouted with a trembling voice, “Endless strangulation!” 

Endless strangulation was Yin Ya’s most powerful technique. In ordinary battles, she could kill her 

opponent’s beast form with just one move. 

However, the pressure from the bloodline prevented the golden-eyed python from displaying its original 

strength. 

Thus, after hearing Yin Ya’s order, the golden-eyed python flew five to six meters towards Black Qing Sky 

Dragon. However, due to its extreme fear, the python’s body went limp and fell from the sky. 

The golden-eyed python was sprawled on the ground and its body was trembling like a little earthworm. 

It did not dare to raise its head and look straight at Black Qing. 

All of the students were dumbstruck upon seeing this. 

Was this the pressure of a bloodline? 

Yin Ya’s face turned as pale as a sheet when she saw that. Her beast form lost its ability to fight when it 

was facing Sheng Xiao’s Black Qing Sky Dragon. How was she going to fight then? 

Sheng Xiao glanced indifferently at the golden python trembling on the ground. He suddenly smiled 

scornfully. “Is that all you’ve got?” 

Sheng Xiao flew up into the sky and his sword reached Black Qing Sky Dragon. 

Black Qing Sky Dragon turned into a dragon sword and was held in Sheng Xiao’s palm. At the same time, 

two dragon horns appeared on Sheng Xiao’s forehead. The skin under his battle robe was covered with 

black dragon scales. 

Seeing this, the surrounding professors all revealed shocked expressions. “This kid really has outstanding 

talent. He’s only a Supreme Master, yet he has already reached the initial stage of fusing human and 

beast form…” 

“It is indeed astonishing. However, this is also an innate talent of the Super Beast Form. It cannot be 

compared.” 



“That’s true…” 

The Dragon Sword absorbed the spiritual energy between heaven and earth in a frenzy. Even the blazing 

light of the early winter sun surged towards the Dragon Sword. In an instant, the world changed colors! 

‘When Yin Ya saw that, she was on the verge of collapsing. Oh no, oh no. She was really doomed this 

time! 

The Dragon Sword was full of energy. The rolling spiritual energy on the sword groaned like an evil spirit 

roaring. Sheng Xiao stared at Yin Ya coldly. He drew a pentagram array in front of him with the Dragon 

Sword in his hand. Then, he pushed the sword toward Yin Ya. 

“One Sword Slashes Galaxy!” 

He could cut down the galaxy with one sword. He could cut down the stars and the sun and the moon. 

This was the eighth move of the all-killing technique that Sheng Xiao practiced! 

The huge pentagram covered the area where Yin Ya was standing and the sky suddenly turned dark. 

Sharp sword spiritual energy was released from the pentagram and locked Yin Ya inside like a cage. 

Yin Ya subconsciously wanted to escape. However, no matter which direction she fled in, there would 

always be a sharp sword spiritual energy wall blocking her. 

Yin Ya had nowhere to run. She stood directly below the pentagram and raised her head to look at the 

pentagram array that was getting closer and closer to her. When she felt the destruction coming from 

the center of the pentagram, her legs trembled and she suddenly fell to her knees. 

“I admit defeat!!!” 

Hearing that, the pentagram formation suddenly stopped descending and hovered about a meter above 

Yin Ya’s head without moving. 

Sheng Xiao landed on top of the pentagram. He looked at Yin Ya coldly and asked her, “Do you have 

anything else to say besides admitting defeat?” 

Knowing that Sheng Xiao was giving her a chance to apologize, Yin Ya buried her face in her hands and 

burst into tears. “I’m sorry! I shouldn’t have made up lies to slander Yu Huang!” 

Sheng Xiao thought that she was being too vague. He said, “Why did you lie? Why did you spread 

rumors? Why? What is your intention? Tell me!” 

Yin Ya did not dare to disobey Sheng Xiao. She said honestly, “Three months ago, Yu Huang and I had a 

conflict in the Mission Hall because she snatched the Mission Card. Senior Sheng punished me to stay in 

the Netherworld Room for three days because I violated the school rules. I hate Yu Huang 

because of that.” 

“A month ago, I unintentionally found out that Yu Huang and Senior Sheng were a couple, so… I 

deliberately lied by saying that I saw Yu Huang walk out of Senior Sheng’s dormitory with her clothes in a 

mess…” 

“Tadmit that the false rumors between Yu Huang and Senior Sheng were intentionally spread by me 



Recently, a rumor started to spread in the school. It was said that Yu Huang was manipulative when she 

was a celebrity and had used all her means to get close to Xuanyuan Jing. After her face was disfigured, 

she became Senior Sheng’s girlfriend. It must be because she was good in bed, which made men 

fall into her honey trap. 

Those who knew Yu Huang knew that this news was fake. Someone was framing Yu Huang. Of the seven 

thousand students in the school, how many of them knew Yu Huang’s character? 

Rumors were terrifying, After the rumors started spreading, Yu Huang became known as a slut that 

everyone despised. 

‘When Yin Ya publicly admitted that those rumors were fabricated and spread by her on purpose, it 

naturally caused an uproar again. 

“So those are just rumors. I thought they were true. I even went to the cinema to watch Yu Huang’s 

movie before. I thought she didn’t look like the person in the rumors. It turns out that Yin Ya is 

deliberately defaming her!” 

“God, I really can’t tell that Yin Ya, who looks innocent and pure, actually did such a thing behind her 

back. That’s exactly what they say. One can’t judge a book by its cover!” 

“That rumor sounds like nonsense! Senior Sheng is such an upright person. How could he be so lustful? 

If he really wanted to play with women, who knows how many women would be willing to go to him? It 

wouldn’t be the turn of a disfigured junior!” 

“How can such a student continue to stay in our academy after deliberately spreading rumors and 

insulting the reputation of our alumni? Isn’t this ruining the school’s reputation? I feel ashamed that our 

academy has such an immoral student!” 

“Yin Ya deliberately fabricated lies to hurt Yu Huang. This is simply slander. We can’t let her off easily!” 

Yin Ya couldn’t hear what the other students were saying at all, but she knew it was definitely not good 

stuff. 

Yin Ya realized that she was really doomed this time. She was truly vexed and regretful. 

Sheng Xiao’s real purpose was to make Yin Ya admit that she had spread rumors. Now that he had 

achieved his goal, he would not force her into a dead end anymore. 

With a wave of his sleeve, he withdrew the attack formation above Yin Ya’s head. 

Sheng Xiao descended from the sky. He stood on the ring and bowed to Professor Mu. 

“Professor Mu, it has been verified that Yin Ya from Class A of the Combat Department of the third 

grade has an evil heart. She deliberately fabricated rumors to harm the reputation of her schoolmates. 

Her behavior is bad and she has violated the school rules. According to the school rules, she should be 

punished with expulsion.” 

“In addition, her actions have already constituted a libel crime. Please call the police and transfer Yin Ya 

to the police!” 

“Professor Mu, please pass judgement on this matter and restore the reputation of the innocent!” 



The rumors about Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao had been spreading like wildfire recently. Even Professor 

Mu had heard about them. 

Of course, she knew that the rumors were false. Someone was lying and slandering Yu Huang. She was 

puzzled at first and was wondering why Sheng Xiao did not investigate the matter. 

So this was his plan. 

After hearing Yin Ya admit her crime in front of everyone today, Professor Mu felt ashamed that his 

school had nurtured such a petty Beast Tamer. 

She stared at the weeping girl below and finally shook her head in disappointment. 

“yin Ya, I clearly remember that I was the one who hosted the class distribution ceremony for your batch 

of new students back then. I vaguely remember that you were the first student who was selected to 

take the crystal monument test.” 

“If you hadn’t admitted it yourself, I wouldn’t have believed that a seemingly innocent child like you 

would do something so disappointing. Do you understand that gossip can ruin a person?!” 

Hearing Professor Mu’s words, Yin Ya cried even more miserably. “Professor Mu, I know my mistake…” 

Professor Mu let out a long sigh and said, “Forget it. The academy spent three years to nurture you into 

a petty person. I am deeply sorry about this. Your actions have severely tarnished the reputation of the 

party involved. You have also tarnished the reputation of our academy of thousands of years…” 

“Thave decided to give Yin Ya the punishment of expulsion. In addition, Professor Su, you will personally 

send Yin Ya out of the Divine Realm Academy tomorrow and hand her over to the Divine Moon Empire’s 

capital police. As a citizen of the Divine Moon Empire, you should also abide by the laws of the 

Divine Moon Empire!” 

Professor Su was the homeroom teacher of Class A of the third grade’s Combat Department. He felt 

ashamed that his students had done such an embarrassing thing. 

Hearing Professor Mu’s arrangement, Professor Su gave Yin Ya a disappointed look and then nodded at 

Professor Mu and said, “Don’t worry, Professor Mu. I will let the police handle Yin Ya!” 

Hearing that, Yin Ya burst into tears. 

She kowtowed to Professor Mu and pleaded, “Professor Mu! I know I was wrong. I will never do such a 

stupid thing again! Professor Mu, please forgive me this time because it’s my first offense!” 

Her parents were from the side branch of the Yin family. She was put in an important position by the 

patriarch because she was successful. Now that she was expelled from the school and this matter was 

brought to the police station, she, Yin Ya, would become the shame of the Yin family! Her parents 

would also be spurned by the patriarch! 

No way! 

“Professor Mu! Please, Professor Mu, I know my mistake! I really know my mistake!” 

Although Professor Mu was moved by Yin Ya’s plea, she wasn’t soft-hearted. 



She shook her head and said, “There are national laws and school rules. Yin Ya, you are already an adult. 

You should be responsible for what you say and do.” 

Seeing that Professor Mu was adamant, Yin Ya suddenly turned around to look at Sheng Xiao. 

She went to Sheng Xiao on her knees and begged him while crying, “Senior Sheng! I will never dare to 

hurt any of my classmates again. I know my mistake! Senior Sheng, please forgive me… Please help me 

plead with Professor Mu, okay?” 

Chapter 162: I Pursued Sheng Xiao With My Ability! 

 

Yin Ya cried pitifully and many men in the stands revealed a reluctant expression. 

However, Sheng Xiao was a cold-hearted person. He frowned at Yin Ya. His gaze was even colder and 

more disappointed. “You still don’t know what you did wrong…” 

Sheng Xiao shook his head and said, “I’m not the one you should be apologizing to. You still don’t 

understand that Yu Huang is the one you’ve let down.” 

Yin Ya nodded frantically when she heard Sheng Xiao’s words. “Yes, I should look for Yu Huang! I should 

look for her!” 

Yin Ya quickly stood up and rushed to the arena of the first grade’s Combat Department. 

Yin Ya soon discovered Yu Huang, She ran to Yu Huang along the spectator stand and directly knelt down 

in front of Yu Huang while begging her with tearful eyes, “Yu Huang, I shouldn’t have fabricated rumors 

to slander your innocence and tarnish your reputation. I really know my wrongs. Please forgive 

me this time on account of my young age and insensibility.” 

As long as she could continue studying in the Divine Realm Academy, forget kneeling down to Yu Huang, 

even kowtowing was fine. 

Seeing Yin Ya kneel before Professor Mu, Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang, many male students could not stand 

it anymore. They felt that Yin Ya was too pitiful. 

They could understand that as the vice-principal, Professor Mu had to be impartial while Sheng Xiao had 

to be impartial as a disciplinary officer. Some male students started to persuade Yu Huang. 

“Yu Huang, Yin Ya knows her mistake now, Please forgive her this time!” 

“That’s right. It wasn’t easy for her to enter the Divine Realm Academy. If just because of this matter, 

she was expelled, this would be too harsh on her.” 

“That’s right, Yu Huang. She was indeed in the wrong for spreading rumors, but you didn’t suffer any 

major losses either. Now that everyone knows that you were slandered, isn’t that enough? Just forgive 

her.” 

The male students all turned into escorts to plead for mercy for Yin Ya. On the other hand, the female 

students could empathize with Yu Huang and didn’t say anything. 



Seeing so many people pleading for her, Yin Ya cried even harder and miserably. “Yu Huang, please 

forgive me! Please forgive me! I can’t be expelled. I’m my family’s only hope. If I’m expelled from the 

Divine Realm Academy, how am I going to face my parents?” 

Seeing Yin Ya crying and talking non-stop, Na Luo and Sheng Yang both had ugly expressions on their 

faces. Now, she knew that she couldn’t face her parents. Why didn’t she act like a decent person when 

she started rumors? 

The two of them were afraid that Yu Huang would let Yin Ya go easily. Just when they were about to 

remind Yu Huang to stay clear-headed, they saw Yu Huang standing up. 

Yin Ya found that Yu Huang had stood up. She, thinking that Yu Huang would definitely forgive her due 

to the circumstances, raised her head and looked at Yu Huang. 

However— 

“Yin Ya, you fabricated lies and slandered my reputation first, then forced me to forgive you after moral 

coercion. Yin Ya, you are really good at scheming!” 

Hearing Yu Huang’s words, the expectant look in Yin Ya’s eyes immediately dimmed. “You… you won’t 

forgive me?” 

“Why should I forgive you?” Yu Huang stared at those boys who were pleading for mercy for Yin Ya and 

said with a sneer, “You are so easily influenced by others. I think you must be the ones who helped 

spread the rumor before!” 

The boys looked embarrassed. 

“Stop spreading rumors.” Yu Huang stepped on the stool in front of her and said arrogantly, “I will tell 

you today that the rumors are fake, but Sheng Xiao and I are real!” 

Yu Huang turned around and looked in the direction of the Combat Department of the third grade. She 

pointed at Sheng Xiao, who was in the middle of the ring, and said loudly, “Sheng Xiao is the man I 

wooed with my own abilities. I held his hand and kissed him. I haven’t slept with him yet!” 

All the teachers and students were speechless. 

Sheng Xiao blushed. He was both embarrassed and proud. 

Yu Huang withdrew her gaze and stared at Yin Ya, who was kneeling in front of her. She said, “I won’t 

forgive you.” 

It didn’t matter if she had a cold heart or didn’t know how to be gentle with women. Why should she 

forgive those who had hurt her?! 

Seeing that Yu Huang was unmoved by both soft and hard tactics, Yin Ya understood that the situation 

had been decided and immediately felt hatred. 

Yin Ya clenched her fists and glared at Yu Huang while gritting her teeth. She cursed her viciously, “I 

want to see how long you can be arrogant for! No matter how powerful you are, you are still an ugly 

monster. The Sheng family will never allow Sheng Xiao to marry an ugly woman like you!” 

She showed her true colors. 



Yu Huang couldn’t be bothered to take another look at Yin Ya. 

At this time, the faculty members finally appeared and dragged Yin Ya away. 

Once Yin Ya left, this farce finally ended and the group arena competition was held normally. However, 

the matter of Yin Ya being expelled still gave a warning to all the students in the school. It made them 

realize clearly how strict the teaching style of the Divine Realm Academy was and how they 

couldn’t tolerate any wrongdoing. 

Even during the competition, everyone was well-behaved. No one dared to play any tricks. 

When it was almost noon, Liuli Feng finally appeared. 

Liuli Feng’s opponent was a thin girl. That girl had a pair of puffy eyes and looked dispirited when she 

looked at people. However, her beast form was a kind of aggressive vine. 

Liuli Feng’s beast form was a large pair of scissors, a natural weapon beast form. 

In the plant beast form against the weapon beast form, it should have been easy for Liuli Feng to win. 

However, after the battle started, Liuli Feng realized how much he underestimated his opponent. 

He did not expect that the girl’s vines had the ability to split infinitely. He used all his strength to cut off 

one vine, and a second vine immediately split. 

It was like quicksand. It could not be cut, and the more it was cut, the messier it became. The more he 

fought, the more irritated he became. 

Liuli Feng fought the other party for an hour before he barely won. When the battle ended, both of 

them were sweating profusely. The girl’s swollen eyelids twitched as she said to Liuli Feng, “You’re not 

bad. Let’s have another match next quarter!” 

Liuli Feng was speechless. 

After this battle, Liuli Feng withdrew his arrogant demeanor and didn’t dare to underestimate any 

opponent. 

The first day of battle quickly ended. 

Yu Huang and the other two went to the canteen to eat. When they were eating, Xuanyuan Jing walked 

past Yu Huang with a plate in his arms. Yu Huang had her head lowered as she chewed on the delicious 

chicken wings. She didn’t even raise her head to look at Xuanyuan Jing. 

Xuanyuan Jing stopped in his tracks and lowered his eyes to look at Yu Huang’s eating manner. He said 

to Yu Huang with an extremely disappointed tone, “Yu Huang, do you know how glorious it is for Yin Ya 

to be able to enter Divine Realm Academy from the side branch of the Yin Clan? You could have 

saved Yin Ya with just a word of forgiveness, but you ruined her life!” 

“You were too heartless to Yin Ya today.” 

Heartless 

In her previous life, Yu Huang had heard many comments about her being heartless. 

There was no word that she hated more than ‘heartless’. 



Yu Huang suddenly grabbed the fork beside her right hand and stabbed it into Xuanyuan Jing’s chest 

when he wasn’t paying attention! 

“ant” 

Xuanyuan Jing was wearing a thick sweater, but the fork still pierced into his flesh. Blood instantly 

gushed out and soon drenched his sweater. 

Xuanyuan Jing frowned from the pain. He glared at Yu Huang furiously. “Are you crazy!” 

Chapter 163: Yu Huang’s Idiot Fans Everywhere 

 

This sudden change caught the attention of many people. 

Who would have thought that Yu Huang would actually be so unreasonable and attack just like that? 

And it just so happened that these two were once a couple, so it was really not appropriate for others to 

stand out and criticize Yu Huang. 

Sheng Yang and Na Luo were both shocked by Yu Huang’s actions. 

During the non-combat competition, students would be punished by the Disciplinary Hall if they hurt 

each other. 

Sheng Yang was afraid that this matter would spread to the Disciplinary Hall, and was worried that Yu 

Huang would also be put into confinement. She hurriedly grabbed Yu Huang’s hand and whispered to 

her, “Yu Huang, don’t implicate yourself in confinement because of a piece of trash and miss the 

group arena competition.” 

Yu Huang naturally knew the boundaries. 

She pulled out her fork and threw it into the rubbish bin in a parabola while telling Xuanyuan Jing, 

“Among all the teachers and students in the school, the one who has the least right to criticize me is 

you! Who do you think you are to be so controlling when you don’t have the ability?!” 

Xuanyuan Jing laughed from extreme anger. “Yu Huang, you are really stubborn!” 

“Let’s go. There’s a piece of trash here that makes me nauseous just by smelling it.” Yu Huang couldn’t 

be bothered with Xuanyuan Jing anymore. She called out and Sheng Yang and Na Luo hurriedly got up to 

leave with her. 

Xuanyuan Jing, anger and confusion flashing across his eyes, stared at the trash bin in the distance. 

‘When did Yu Huang become like this? 

Although she was arrogant in the past, she was not so unscrupulous. 

Could it be that she had been pretending in the past? 

Xuanyuan Jing was not in the mood to eat anymore. He carried his plate and was about to go to the 

recycling area when he turned around and found Zhong Luoxue standing behind him. 

Xuanyuan Jing was stunned and wasn’t sure how long Zhong Luoxue had been standing there. 



Realizing that Zhong Luoxue might have witnessed the entanglement between him and Yu Huang, 

Xuanyuan Jing couldn’t help feeling embarrassed. A bitter smile appeared on his face as he said to Zhong 

Luoxue, “Zhong Luoxue, I’ve made a joke out of myself.” 

Zhong Luoxue looked at the backs of Yu Huang and the rest leaving and suddenly asked Xuanyuan Jing, 

“Is that Yu Huang? Your ex-fiancée?” 

It was no secret that Xuanyuan Jing liked Zhong Luoxue. When Zhong Luoxue asked about Yu Huang, 

Xuanyuan Jing was worried that Zhong Luoxue would misunderstand that he was still connected to Yu 

Huang, He hurriedly explained, “Yu Huang and I have already broken off our engagement.” 

1 

Nodding her head, Zhong Luoxue said, “Since you broke off the engagement a long time ago, you are a 

stranger to Yu Huang now. What right do you have to ask her to forgive Yin Ya for what she did?” 

Xuanyuan Jing didn’t expect Zhong Luoxue to say such words. He instinctively opened his mouth to 

defend himself. “Zhong Luoxue, it’s not that I’m forcing her, it’s just that she was too overbearing today. 

Yin Ya has already knelt down to apologize to her, but her heart is as hard as iron and she has no 

sympathy…” 

Before she finished listening to Xuanyuan Jing’s explanation, Zhong Luoxue frowned and interrupted 

Xuanyuan Jing’s words. “The one who was hurt by the rumors wasn’t you, so you can put yourself on a 

high pedastal and ask Yu Huang to forgive Yin Ya.” 

1 

She gave a mocking smile and asked Xuanyuan Jing, “What if you are the one affected by the rumors? 

Can you easily forgive a slanderer who ruined your innocence?” 

Xuanyuan Jing was at a loss for words, but he refused to admit that his actions just now were too harsh 

on Yu Huang, He said stubbornly, “Yin Ya admitted her mistake in front of everyone and her attitude was 

also very good. Shouldn’t Yu Huang be more magnanimous?” 

Zhong Luoxue felt that Xuanyuan Jing was unreasonable and looked at him expression as if she was 

looking at a terminally ill lunatic. 

1 

She suddenly said, “Back then, you were the one who pursued Yu Huang with great passion. You were 

also the one who despised Yu Huang’s ugly appearance and broke off the engagement with her. Now, 

you are the one who asked Yu Huang to forgive Yin Ya generously… If the Virgin Mary was still alive, 

she would have to give up her seat for you.” 

“You can’t ask everyone in the world to tolerate people like you just because you are the same kind of 

person as Yin Ya. That’s unreasonable, Xuanyuan.” 

1 

Zhong Luoxue felt that her eyes would get dirty if she looked at Xuanyuan Jing one more time. She 

carried her tray and walked towards the food recovery area. 

Xuanyuan Xu was agitated by Zhong Luoxue’s gaze before she left. 



He could not understand why Zhong Luoxue would have such strong feelings of disgust towards him 

because of Yu Huang. 

He had been pursuing Zhong Luoxue for more than a year. Even though Zhong Luoxue had always 

ignored him in the beginning, she had finally become a little more friendly with him after months of him 

ingratiating her. 

Xuanyuan Jing had originally thought that he was about to succeed, but Zhong Luo Xue’s disgusted and 

cold gaze before she left gave him a sense of defeat. 

‘What did he do wrong? What should he do to change Luoxue’s opinion of him, recognize his strengths, 

and accept his pursuit? 

Why did Zhong Luoxue suddenly hate Xuanyuan Jing because of Yu Huang? 

It was because she was a fan of Yu Huang’s for eight whole years. Yu Huang was the light of Zhong 

Luoxue’s youth. Zhong Luoxue could memorize every line in every movie that Yu Huang had filmed. 

‘When Yu Huang was disfigured last year, Zhong Luoxue happened to be cultivating in seclusion. 

‘When she came out of seclusion, she took her phone and opened Weibo as usual. She entered Yu 

Huang’s Weibo page and saw the exit announcement that Yu Huang had posted. Only then did she know 

that so many terrible things had happened to Yu Huang during the short summer break. 

Disfigurement, annulment, voluntarily retirement from the entertainment industry 

Everything that happened to Yu Huang was a huge blow to Zhong Luoxue, her fan. 

Zhong Luoxue went to the forums and posts to dig deeper. Only then did she know that Yu Huang had 

not been discharged from the hospital when Xuanyuan Jing broke off the engagement. 

1 

During the summer break last year, Zhong Luoxue still didn’t know Xuanyuan Jing, but she hated him to 

the core. She kept cursing him behind his back. 

It was only until last autumn when they met in the martial arts hall that Xuanyuan Jing fell in love with 

her at first sight and continuously tried to curry favor with her. Only then did they become familiar with 

each other. 

‘When Zhong Luoxue saw Xuanyuan Jing being refined, graceful, and gentlemanly, she thought that she 

had misunderstood him. However, today, when she witnessed the scene of Xuanyuan Jing patronizing 

Yu Huang, she realized that Xuanyuan Jing was a complete jerk! 

1 

Jerk! 

He should have been killed by a bolt of lightning! 

As the group arena was going to be held in the next few days, Yu Huang did not stay up late to cultivate. 

She slept early and woke up early. She was especially energetic. 



This morning, there would be a match between Sheng Yang and Na Luo. During breakfast, Na Luo 

bought two plates of meat and said that she wanted to defeat Sheng Yang in the arena. 

Sheng Yang shook her fist at Na Luo and said, “I’m a polar bear. I can beat your mermaid to the ground 

with one punch.” 

Na Luo didn’t argue. She just gave Sheng Yang a mysterious smile. “We’ll see.” 

‘When Sheng Yang saw Na Luo’s pretentious smile, her heart thumped wildly. She had a bad feeling. 

‘Was this fella hiding some dirty trick? 

After eating, the three of them rushed to the central plaza and sat down at their usual seats. When it 

was almost ten o’clock, the referee whistled and shouted, “Please wait for the two contestants with 

number 99 on the stage!” 

Hearing this, Na Luo and Sheng Yang stood up together. 

It was no secret among the new students that Na Luo and Sheng Yang had a good relationship. The new 

students were thrilled to find out that they had drawn the same match. The good friends were going to 

become enemies. 

“Wow! Besties fighting!” 

“all the best, Sheng Yang!” 

“Come on, Na Luo, beat up Sheng Yang!” 

Everyone was cheering for the contestant they admired. Only Yu Huang, not daring to utter a word, sat 

quietly in her seat like a biscuit. 

No matter who she cheered for, it would be like stepping on a landmine. 

On the stage, Sheng Yang and Na Luo each took one side. 

After cupping her fists to the other party, Sheng Yang was the first to speak. “Na Luo, there is no 

friendship in the arena. I won’t show you any mercy. Please use your full strength!” 

Na Luo nodded solemnly. “I will!” 

The judge whistled a second time. “Ready!” 

Sheng Yang and Na Luo released their beast forms at the same time. 

‘When the charmingly naive polar bear appeared by Sheng Yang’s side, Sheng Yang’s pupils had turned 

into a milky white color. Her battle uniform fluttered in the wind, and her entire person became 

imposing. 

At the same time, Na Luo released her beast form. 

Na Luo’s beast form was similar to her. She was an adult mermaid. The mermaid’s appearance was very 

similar to Na Luo’s, and only her eyes were dark purple. 



Na Luo looked at the mermaid with longing eyes. She told Sheng Yang, “Yang Yang, I’ve never told you 

that my beast form is actually the soul my mother sacrificed before she died. My mother and I have 

great chemistry. It won’t be easy for you to defeat me.” 

Sheng Yang was a little surprised to learn that Na Luo’s beast form was actually her mother’s soul. She 

had long heard that merfolk awakened their beast forms in a different way from humans, and she had 

finally experienced it today. 

Sheng Yang hesitated for a moment before bowing to Na Luo’s mother’s spiritual beast form. “Aunty, 

excuse me!” 

‘With that said, Sheng Yang and the polar bear ran toward Na Luo at the same time. The two-hundred-

kilogram polar bear started to run, and the entire arena shook. 

The person and bear raced on, each step larger than the last. As they ran, Sheng Yang’s arms were 

wreathed in a milky glow filled with power. 

When it ran to the center of the ring, the polar bear suddenly jumped up into the air and jumped 30 feet 

high! 

Sheng Yang flew up as well. She crossed her legs over the polar bear’s back and raised her right fist to 

attack Na Luo below— 

“The third form of the Thousand Mountains, Heaven Pit Earth Shattering Fist!” 

The Heaven Pit Earth Shattering Fist and Mountain Pushing Palm were both moves from the fifth-grade 

Witch-level cultivation technique,Thousand Mountains. 

In the future, when Sheng Yang broke through to the Grand Master level, she would be able to create a 

huge destructive force on the ground when she used the Heaven Pit Earth Shattering Fist. It would form 

a crack in the ground, like an earthquake. 

When she completely mastered all the moves in “Thousand Mountains”, she could even destroy the 

Thousand Mountains with her bare hands! 

‘The Heaven Pit Earth Shattering Fist was the strongest move Sheng Yang could currently use. Like Lie 

Gang, she was also a Beast Tamer who had strong explosive power but was unsuited for long battles. 

Knowing her weakness, Sheng Yang used her strongest move right from the start while hoping to end 

the battle quickly.. 

Chapter 164: The Strongest Cheat! 

  

 

Heaven Pit Earth Shattering Fist rushed into the sky, instantly forming a vortex of power in the voi 

The vortex of power rapidly approached Na Luo! 

Upon sensing the powerful offensive power contained within the vortex, Na Luo guessed that Sheng 

Yang wanted to end the battle quickly. A grave expression appeared on her round and charming face. 



In the face of such a powerful attack, Na Luo did not dare to hold back and also decided to use her sure-

kill technique. Na Luo sighed softly and suddenly turned around to merge with her mother’s spiritual 

beast form. 

The two collided, and a gorgeous purple light shot into the sky! In that light, a girl who was four or five 

years older than Na Luo appeared. 

The girl’s figure was graceful and enchanting. Her blue wavy hair lazily draped behind her waist and 

reached her waist. The girl opened her eyes, and her light purple eyes were filled with charm. Her 

beauty was intoxicating. 

Not to mention men, but even Sheng Yang and Yu Huang were stunned. 

‘Was this Na Luo’s true strength? 

Different races had different ways of awakening their beast forms. Mermen were divided into two types 

of Beast Tamers. One was an innate Beast Tamer. Like human Beast Tamers, they relied on their own 

potential to stimulate their beast nature and awaken their beast forms. The other was an inherited 

Beast Tamer like Na Luo. 

When Na Luo’s mother was alive, she was a Beast Tamer at the pinnacle of the Supreme Master tier. 

She was severely injured in a battle and sacrificed her soul to become Na Luo’s beast form. 

‘When Na Luo fused with her mother’s soul, a portion of her mother’s energy would be added to Na 

Luo’s body, causing her to instantly grow five years old and her cultivation to break through a rank! 

In other words, Na Luo, who was originally only an early-stage Scholar, could temporarily unleash the 

power of an early-stage Master after fusing with her mother’s soul! 

This was the most heaven-defying cheat! 

Sheng Yang stared at her good friend who had become an adult, and her mouth widened in shock. 

Right at this moment, Na Luo’s beautiful purple eyes looked at Sheng Yang expressionlessly. She formed 

a hand seal with her right hand and pointed her index finger and pinky at where Sheng Yang was. 

Na Luo’s rosy lips parted slightly as she murmured softly, “Heaven-Extinguishing Finger!” 

In an instant, the overwhelming spiritual power condensed into the shape of a finger in front of Na Luo. 

The finger was very thin, but it contained endless energy. 

“Gol” 

‘The Heaven Extermination Finger shot towards Sheng Yang’s energy vortex. 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Bang! 

When the two collided, a series of explosions sounded, and the entire spectator stand shook. 



Everyone covered their ears and waited for things to calm down before lowering their heads to look at 

the arena. They saw Sheng Yang kneeling at the center of the arena with her hair disheveled while Na 

Luo was still standing in the sky like a holy god. 

It was clear who won and who lost. 

Sheng Yang’s face was full of dejection. She did not expect herself to be defeated so thoroughly. It was 

just one move! 

Sheng Yang looked up at the goddess-like Na Luo in the sky and finally said, “I admit defeat.” 

Upon hearing this, Na Luo’s cold purple eyes were slowly replaced by warmth. 

Na Luo and her mother’s spiritual beast form split into two. She put away her beast form and flew to 

Sheng Yang. She bent down and gently hugged her. 

Na Luo said to Sheng Yang in a voice that only the two of them could hear, “You’re my best friend. 

Fighting with your true strength is my respect for you. Do you understand, Yang Yang?” 

How could Sheng Yang not understand? 

She just couldn’t believe that there was such a huge gap between her and Na Luo. 

Sheng Yang let go of Na Luo and knocked her forehead with her forehead before saying, “Just you wait. 

Give me a year, and I’ll definitely defeat you!” 

Upon hearing this, Na Luo smiled as well. “Alright, but I’ll still try my best to defeat you!” 

“Then we’ll see who’s better!” 

The two sisters quickly restored their friendship. They held each other’s arms and left the arena sweetly. 

Seeing that the battle did not affect their relationship, Yu Huang also heaved a sigh of relief. 

To be honest, Yu Huang found it hard to believe that Na Luo had defeated Sheng Yang in just one move. 

The ‘Heaven Extermination Finger’ that Na Luo had used possessed the power to destroy heaven and 

earth. Even Yu Huang could not guarantee that she would be able to win against Na Luo if she used all 

her strength. 

She did not expect Na Luo to be so secretive about her capabilities. 

Na Luo and Sheng Yang returned to the viewing platform. As soon as she sat down, Liuli Feng turned 

around and said to Na Luo, “You are very capable.” After witnessing Na Luo’s formidable strength, Liuli 

Feng’s prejudice against her was lessened. 

Liuli Feng said, “I want to challenge you in the next quarterly competition.” 

Na Luo smiled sweetly at him. Then, she clenched her right fist and raised it toward Liuli Feng. “T’ll beat 

you until you cry!” 

Liuli Feng snorted. “That depends on your ability!” 

Sheng Yang was displeased when she heard this. She asked Liuli Feng, “Liuli Feng, you challenged Yu 

Huang and Nalo. Why didn’t you challenge me?” 



She kicked the back of Liuli Feng’s chair and said coldly, “Are you looking down on me!” 

Liuli Feng looked at her with a complicated expression. After a long time, he said, “Sheng Yang, Liuli Shao 

is my lord.” It wasn’t a secret in the clan that he liked Sheng Yang. 

As for Liuli Feng, he was only a child from a side branch. No matter how arrogant he was, he knew who 

he could offend and who he couldn’t. 

Sheng Yang understood Liuli Feng’s hint and pouted. “I don’t like that coward Liuli Shao.” 

Liuli Feng smiled awkwardly and turned around to continue watching the battle. 

Yu Huang asked Sheng Yang, “Liuli Shao likes you?” 

Sheng Yang said, “I’m so pretty, so there are many people who like me.” 

“Is that so?” Yu Huang deliberately scared Sheng Yang. “Then I’ll tell your brother later.” 

Sheng Yang was terrified. “Don’t. It’s just a joke.” 

Yu Huang lowered her head and laughed. Seeing that a new battle had begun, she didn’t say anything 

else. 

Soon, it was lunchtime. 

Due to the fact that the central plaza was quite far from the campus, the cafeteria staff transported 

lunch directly to the central plaza. A sunshade was erected at the corner of the plaza, which was the 

temporary dining area. 

‘When Yu Huang and the other two went to buy food, they actually saw a portion of students eating 

hotpot. 

Sheng Yang was from Sichuan and she loved hotpot the most. Seeing hotpot, Sheng Yang’s eyes 

widened. “Let’s go eat hotpot!” 

Hearing Sheng Yang’s words, the chef immediately said loudly, “There’s a limit on the winter hotpot 

today. 100 points for one, and the quantity is limited. Buy and cherish it!” 

Knowing that a hotpot could actually be sold for 100 points, Sheng Yang could not help but complain, 

“This is highway robbery!” After three months, Sheng Yang had already squandered most of the 300 

reward points she had obtained during the Freshmen Ritual. 

There were only 56 points left in her point card. Sheng Yang asked Na Luo, “How many points do you 

have left?” Maybe they could have a share. 

“Lhave 45 points left. I have to make it to the last day of the group arena competition.” Na Luo was even 

more pitiful than Sheng Yang. 

Yu Huang, on the other hand, had been staying at the back of the mountain all this time. She ate and 

drank with Professor Gold and didn’t spend much money. She took out her point card and said to Sheng 

Yang, “Use mine.” 

How could Sheng Yang use Yu Huang’s? 



At that moment, Sheng Yang saw Sheng Xiao and Xiao Shu walking over together. Sheng Yang quickly 

stood on her tiptoes and waved at Sheng Xiao. “Brother, Yu Huang wants to eat hotpot. Buy one for 

her!” 

She could not use her sister-in-law’s points, but she could use her sister-in-law as an excuse! 

Sheng Xiao walked toward them. 

As he got closer, Sheng Xiao stared at Yu Huang, as if he did not see Sheng Yang. “Do you want to eat 

hotpot?” 

Yu Huang pointed at Sheng Yang. “Your sister wants to eat it.” 

Sheng Xiao glanced at Sheng Yang and asked Yu Huang, “Do you want to eat it?” 

Sheng Yang rolled her eyes and muttered, “You forget your sister when you see your girlfriend!” 

Yu Huang could smell the enticing aroma of the hotpot. When she thought of the taste of fat beef being 

cooked in the spicy soup pot, she felt a little hungry. She nodded. “I want to eat it. Can you buy it for 

me?” 

Sheng Xiao said nothing. He turned around and walked to the chef. He took out his point card and said, 

“Uncle Lin, I want a hotpot!” 

Uncle Lin swiped his card and went to get the hotpot. He teased Sheng Xiao, “Are you buying hotpot for 

your girlfriend?” 

Sheng Xiao said softly, “Yes.” His voice was so soft that Yu Huang and the others did not hear it, but 

Uncle Lin did. 

Uncle Lin chuckled. “You also know how to dote on your girlfriend!” 

Sheng Xiao remained silent. 

Uncle Lin carried the hotpot to an empty table and returned to the large freezer to retrieve twenty to 

thirty frozen meat dishes. He said, “The food is all here. Everyone, enjoy!” 

There were four long stools at the four-seater table. It was just right for four people. It was a little 

crowded for five people. Yu Huang, Na Luo, and Xiao Shu sat on one bench each. Sheng Xiao and Sheng 

Yang were the only ones left. 

Sheng Yang was never a match for Sheng Xiao. She was about to squeeze with Na Luo when someone 

grabbed her shoulder from behind. 

Sheng Yang turned around and met her brother’s cold face. She asked, “What are you doing?!” 

Sheng Xiao pressed Sheng Yang onto the long bench in front of them, then walked around the table to 

Yu Huang’s side. He lowered his head and said to Yu Huang, “There’s no more space, let’s squeeze.” 

‘The comers of Yu Huang’s lips curled up slightly as she moved to the side. 

Sheng Xiao sat down beside Yu Huang and took the two plates of beef from the cart. He placed them in 

front of Yu Huang. “They are all yours. Eat slowly. No one will snatch them from you.” 



The other three people at the table were speechless. 

Xiao Shu was a freeloader. He would be satisfied as long as he had something to eat. He had nothing to 

say when he saw Sheng Xiao being so domineering. Na Luo had always been a meek person. Naturally, 

she had no objections. 

Only Sheng Yang felt envious. She pointed at the beef beside Yu Huang’s hand and whispered, “Brother, 

I also like to beef…” 

Sheng Xiao glanced at her and said, “Then go and eam points. Buy them yourself!” 

Sheng Yang was furious. “Brother, you’re too biased!” 

Sheng Xiao did not retort. 

Naturally, Yu Huang could not take the two plates of beef for herself. She gave one plate to Sheng Yang 

before lowering her head to eat the hotpot. 

Sheng Xiao held a funnel in one hand and a pair of chopsticks in the other. He picked up two beef rolls 

and put them in the funnel to boil. When he was done, he put all the beef into Yu Huang’s bowl and 

asked her, “Are you going to fight in the afternoon?” 

“Yes.” 

“With whom?” 

“Liuli Feng.” 

Sheng Xiao nodded. “He is nothing to be afraid of..” 

Chapter 165: Sheng Xiao: Does It Hurt? 

  

 

Sheng Xiao had some impression of Liuli Feng, In his opinion, Liuli Feng was not Yu Huang’s match. “The 

battle the day after tomorrow is your main event. Don’t reveal your trump card today.” 

He then warned Yu Huang. “Reserve a certain amount of strength in battle, and it’ll be able to numb 

your opponent’s senses. It’s beneficial to you.” 

Yu Huang wanted to laugh when she heard that. She asked Sheng Xiao, “Are you so afraid that I will lose 

to Xuanyuan Jing?” 

Yu Huang thought that Sheng Xiao would not answer her question. But, Sheng Xiao did not act according 

to the plan this time. He turned around and stared at Yu Huang sternly. “I will confess to you after you 

defeat him.” 

When he heard this, Xiao Shu was so shocked that he almost bit his tongue. So this was how Brother 

Xiao acted when he liked someone. 

Yu Huang nodded. “I’ll do my best.” She was looking forward to how Sheng Xiao would confess to her. 

The class arena was nearing its end. It finally ended at four in the afternoon. 



‘When the last group of students finished, Liuli Feng stood up, adjusted his uniform, and walked towards 

the arena. 

“Liuli Feng is on the stage. He’s going to challenge Yu Huang!” 

It had been six years since the academy’s Combat Department welcomed a new student with S-rank 

potential. Thus, the battle between Yu Huang and Liuli Feng had not only attracted the attention of the 

new students, but also the entire academy. 

Moreover, Yu Huang was Sheng Xiao’s girlfriend. Everyone wanted to see for themselves how capable 

the girl that Senior Sheng liked was. 

Would she surprise them or disappoint them? 

‘When they saw that Liuli Feng and Yu Huang were finally about to compete, many upperclassmen 

rushed towards the arena of the freshmen. 

Since there were not many people on the stands, they took out their mini aircraft and flew into the sky 

to watch the battle. 

Liuli Feng stood in the middle of the arena and nodded towards Yu Huang, “Class A’s Liuli Feng has 

officially issued a challenge to Class S’s Yu Huang, Please be of guidance!” 

Under the gazes of everyone present, Yu Huang slowly stood up. 

A flying blanket floated in the sky. Two men and two women stood on it. Two of them were Yin Rong 

and Xiao Shu, whom Yu Huang knew. The other two looked very unfamiliar. 

“Tsk, tsk. Is that little girl Sheng Xiao’s girlfriend? How old is she? She’s not even twenty yet, right? They 

say that men will always like eighteen-year-old girls. I didn’t expect Sheng Xiao to be so tacky.” 

The one who spoke was a sexy woman with a pair of 34D cups. 

‘The woman was not very beautiful, but she was very feminine. She had big breasts and a slender waist. 

Every frown and smile of hers was filled with the charm of a woman. People called her a femme fatale. 

She was the third-ranked expert on the expert rankings and the only woman in the top ten. Her name 

was Liuli Luoluo. 

The stern-looking young man beside her frowned when he heard what Liuli Luoluo said. He said, “That 

young lady is disfigured. If Sheng Xiao likes her, she must have something special about her.” 

This person was Xuanyuan Chen, who was ranked second on the Expert Roll. 

From the day Xuanyuan Chen entered the Divine Realm Academy to study, he had regarded Sheng Xiao 

as his biggest rival among his peers. Xuanyuan Chen acknowledged Sheng Xiao’s ability and character. 

In his eyes, Sheng Xiao was not a shallow man. She must have something special about her. 

Yin Rong was standing beside Xuanyuan Chen. When she heard Xuanyuan Chen’s words, she said, “Don’t 

look down on this new student. She’s a Super Beast awakened, and she’s also an S-rank Beast Tamer 

with potential. Senior Sheng is a proud person, so the girl he likes is naturally outstanding.” 

Xiao Shu hurriedly said, “Rong Rong is right!” 



Liuli Luoluo snorted coldly and scolded Xiao Shu. “In your eyes, Yin Rong is always right! You kissass!” 

Xiao Shu stuck out his tongue at her. “Rong Rong is gentle and loved by others. She’s nothing like you. 

She’s so petty! I don’t want to be your kissass.” 

Liuli Luoluo deliberately shook her chest and said to Xiao Shu, “Young man, you’re still young, You don’t 

know how good D cups are.” With that said, Liuli Luoluo deliberately gave Xiao Shu a wink. 

Xiao Shu was frightened. He hurriedly hid behind Yin Rong and grabbed her clothes with both hands. 

Pretending to be afraid, he said, “Rong Rong, Liuli Luoluo sexually harassed me!” 

Yin Rong shook her head. 

Xuanyuan Chen frowned and shouted, “What are you making a ruckus for?! Shut up and watch the 

battle quietly!” 

At that moment, Sheng Xiao flew over on his sword and stopped beside them. He looked at them and 

asked, “What are you arguing about?” 

The four of them shut their mouths tightly, as if they were mute. They did not dare to talk about Yu 

Huang’s test flight in front of Sheng Xiao. If they angered Sheng Xiao, they would be beaten up by him. 

Sheng Xiao raised his eyebrows when he saw that they did not want to talk about it. He did not probe 

further. He lowered his head and watched the battle quietly. 

Liuli Feng was excited to see that even the most outstanding female genius of the Liuli Clan, Liuli Luoluo, 

had come to watch the battle. He looked at Yu Huang with battle intent. 

“Yu Huang, I hope that you will be able to display your full strength during the battle later on. Don’t 

disappoint me!” 

Her full strength. 

“As you wish!” 

After the referee finished whistling, Yu Huang and Liuli Feng released their beast forms at the same 

time. 

Liuli Feng grabbed his pair of scissors and looked up at Yu Huang’s beast form. He realized that Xuan Yu, 

who was squatting on Yu Huang’s shoulder, was much larger than three months ago. 

Liu Lifeng was a bit surprised. “It seems that you have made rapid progress in the past three months.” 

Yu Huang stared at the sharp scissors in Liu Lifeng’s hand and said, “You haven’t slacked off either.” 

“Of course—” 

“Make your move!” 

Liuli Feng knew very well how strong Yu Huang was. He had never planned to hide his strength from the 

start. 

As soon as the battle began, Liuli Feng unleashed his ultimate move. 



He held a pair of large scissors with both hands and quickly drew a symbol of the Sunflower on the 

ground. Liuli Feng stood in the middle of the Sunflower. Perhaps it was because the array formation had 

the effect of strengthening spiritual power, but Liuli Feng’s aura became overbearing and dangerous. 

Liuli Feng stomped on the center of the array formation. His body was like a small steel cannon as he 

quickly rushed towards Yu Huang! 

The pair of scissors enlarged endlessly in the void. The sharp blade flashed with waves of cold silver 

luster. It actually cut out an independent space above Yu Huang’s head. 

So this Red Dust Scissor was not about red dust, but space. 

The independent space opened its huge black mouth and attempted to swallow Yu Huang. 

Upon noticing this change, Yu Huang quickly spread her Vermilion Bird Wings and flew into the sky. Liuli 

Luoluo and the others didn’t expect Yu Huang to be able to fly. Before they could dodge, they were sent 

flying by Yu Huang’s wings. 

Liuli Luoluo and the others quickly steadied themselves and found a safer spot to watch the battle. 

Sheng Xiao had flown to a safer and more convenient spot to watch the battle. It was as if he had 

expected Yu Huang to do that. 

Sheng Xiao turned around and met Liuli Luoluo and the others’ reproachful gazes. He asked them 

gloatingly, “Does it hurt?” 

Liuli Luoluo was speechless.. 

Chapter 166: The Divine Feather Phoenix Appears, All Beasts Arrive 

  

 

Yu Huang stood in the air while the Vermillion Bird wings on her back completely unfurled. For a 

moment, the entire sky above the arena was covered by those wings. 

Staring at the pair of wings on Yu Huang’s back, Xuanyuan Chen praised, “What a lucky fellow, she 

actually obtained a flying witch technique!” 

Liuli Luoluo’s gaze flickered. Although she didn’t say anything, her eyes were filled with envy. 

Yu Huang circulated all the spirit energy in her body. The feathers on her wings also started to tremble 

without any wind. The feathers fell one by one and floated beside Yu Huang. 

‘When the last feather fell, Yu Huang suddenly raised her arms and shouted loudly, “Starry sky!” 

Under the effect of spiritual force, the thousands of feathers turned into sharp blades. The blades were 

like arrows that had been released from the bow while flying towards Liuli Feng’s scissor beast form. 

The scissors and the wind blade began to fight in the air, and it was hard to tell who was winning or 

losing. 



Liuli Feng had seen Yu Huang using the sky full of stars before. During the welcoming ceremony, Yu 

Huang used this move to block Sheng Xiao’s attack. 

Although it only lasted for a few seconds. 

However, she was only a mid-stage Beast Tamer. It was already impressive enough that she was able to 

block the attack of a Supreme Master by herself. 

‘As soon as he saw Yu Huang unleash this Starry Sky Technique, Liuli Feng’s expression instantly turned 

serious. He realized that he would soon be at a disadvantage. 

As expected, Liuli Feng’s beast form was defeated in less than three seconds. 

Liuli Feng leaped up and caught the scissors. He gritted his teeth and suddenly cut the blood on his 

fingertips with the scissors. His blood dripped into the blade of the scissors, and the silver-white scissors 

suddenly glowed with a red light before turning into a red blood scissors. 

He was forced by Yu Huang to use his ultimate move. Liuli Feng held the bloody scissors in his hands and 

made a few cuts in the void. From an outsider’s point of view, Liuli Feng looked unhinged. 

‘When Liuli Feng came to a stop, there was a large circular net in front of him. 

Liu Lifeng raised his right hand, and the huge circular formation flew up. He gritted his teeth and pushed 

his palm, and the formation landed on the arena below Yu Huang. 

“Dragon Locking Formation!” 

‘Thousands of translucent threads rapidly extended out from the giant net. They formed a semicircle 

Dragon Locking Array, completely enveloping Yu Huang and Xuan Yu within the narrow net. 

From the Dragon Locking Formation’s name, one could tell what it was used for. 

Yu Huang, momentarily unable to escape, was trapped. 

Liuli Luoluo nodded approvingly and praised. “Liuli Feng has improved quite a bit.” 

‘When Xuanyuan Chen saw that Yu Huang did not panic in the face of such a powerful attack, he said, “I 

think that Yu Huang still has some tricks up her sleeve.” 

Liuli Luoluo looked at Yu Huang. Indeed, Yu Huang didn’t sit there and wait for defeat. 

Yu Huang suddenly put her index finger in her mouth and whistled in a peculiar tone. 

With a whistle, Xuan Yu, who had been sitting on her shoulder all this time, suddenly spread its wings 

and flew into the sky aggressively. It let out a loud cry. 

The shrill cry was so loud that the students in the spectator seats felt their heads ache. 

Everyone subconsciously covered their ears. 

However, that cry only lasted for a few seconds before it stopped. Everyone looked up at Xuan Yu, who 

was in the huge array, and heard an explosion. 

Bang! 



Xuan Yu self-destructed and its body exploded into countless enchanting red camellias. 

Even Sheng Xiao and Liu Luoluo were shocked. “What’s going on? How could Yu Huang’s beast form self-

destruct?” 

Just as everyone was feeling confused, someone with sharp eyes noticed that the red camellias were 

rushing towards Yu Feng from all directions. 

They gathered together, before forming a giant bird that was rarely seen in the world. 

The giant bird was dozens of feet tall and had a red crown on its head. When it spread its wings to fly, 

there were flames burning between its five-colored wings. The flames were scorching hot and all the 

trees in a radius of dozens of miles instantly lost their moisture and withered. 

A phoenix was rebirth through fire! 

Staring at the noble fire phoenix, Liuli Luoluo muttered in disbelief, “This is… a phoenix?” 

Yin Rong nodded and told them, “Yu Huang’s beast form is the Divine Feather Phoenix. This is indeed a 

Phoenix Bird.” 

Xuanyuan Chen shook his head and sighed in disbelief. “I really didn’t expect that someone would be 

able to awaken such a super beast form. This girl is truly incredible!” 

At this moment, Xiao Shu noticed another phenomenon. He pointed to the edge of the forest and 

shouted, “Look!” 

Upon hearing this, everyone raised their heads and looked in the direction where the central square and 

the forest overlapped. They saw— 

On the ground bordering the jungle and plains, tens of thousands of wild beasts had appeared out of 

nowhere. They were as small as snakes and rabbits, as large as jackals, tigers, leopards, and elephants. 

And in the sky, there were tens of thousands of birds standing in a row. 

Whether it was birds or beasts, they all bowed their heads towards Xuan Yu 

When the Divine Feather Phoenix appeared, all beasts would come! 

This scene was shocking. 

Yu Huang stared at Xuan Yu, who had transformed into a Divine Feather Phoenix. There was a faint fire 

burning in its brown eyes. Yu Huang stretched out her right hand and shouted in a low voice, “Purifying 

Evil Phoenix Flame, sniper rifle!” 

When it heard this, the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame on Xuan Yu’s body instantly surged towards Yu 

Huang and formed a fire-element sniper rifle. Yu Huang held the sniper rifle tightly in her hand and fired 

a shot at the array core at the top of the Dragon Locking Formation. 

Swish! 

A petite little phoenix came out from the sniper rifle and charged towards the eye of the Dragon Locking 

Formation with a destructive aura! 

Bang! 



‘The Dragon Locking Formation exploded into countless fragments! 

“Ah!” His cultivation technique was broken, and Liuli Feng suffered a backlash from the energy. He 

immediately fell to his knees and threw up blood. 

“Poof!” The hot blood sprayed out in a fan-shaped arc on the top of Liuli Feng’s head. 

Liuli Feng was defeated! 

The entire place fell silent. 

‘The freshmen stared wide-eyed at Liuli Feng’s current appearance. They could not believe that the 

heavily injured youth was Liuli Feng! Liuli Feng was the most arrogant youth of his age! 

Against Yu Huang, he had actually lost so miserably 

Yu Huang’s feet were on the back of the Divine Feather Phoenix, and she was still holding the fiery red 

sniper rifle in her hand. She aimed the muzzle of the rifle at Liuli Feng’s location. 

“Do you admit defeat?” Yu Huang asked Liuli Feng. 

Admit defeat? 

Liuli Feng didn’t want to admit defeat. He was unwilling to admit defeat, but under the absolute 

suppression of power, he had no choice but to admit defeat! 

Liu Liufeng raised his head with difficulty. His hair was messy, his face was pale, and there were two 

traces of dark red blood at the corner of his mouth. He sighed in Yu Huang’s direction, then said weakly, 

“Liu Liufeng… admits defeat!” 

“Okay.” 

Yu Huang retracted her beast form and landed lightly on the ground. She cupped her hands at the 

referee and bowed. “Liuli Feng against Yu Huang, Yu Huang wins.” 

The referee was Liuli Feng’s homeroom teacher, Professor Murkedo. 

Professor Murkedo was well aware of the strength of his students. Liuli Feng was one of the most 

outstanding students in his career. 

But such an outstanding child actually lost to Yu Feng in two moves. 

Super Beast Form, $ rank potential was truly terrifying. 

Professor Murkedo looked at Yu Huang with admiration. “Yu Huang, congratulations!” Yu Huang won. 

Gold Ingot would be gloating for a long time. 

Yu Huang nodded, cupped her fists towards Liu Lifeng, and nodded. She then raised her head to glance 

at the seniors that were watching the show in the sky before leaving the combat arena with an 

indifferent expression. 

Sheng Xiao smiled when he saw that. He glanced at Liuli Luoluo and said proudly, “She’s great, isn’t 

she?” 



Would Liuli Luoluo and the others dare say that she wasn’t good? 

‘They wouldn’t dare to. 

“_.. she was pretty impressive.” 

Sheng Xiao nodded. “Her name is Yu Feng. She just awakened her beast form last year.” 

‘Was he waiting for them to continue praising Yu Huang? 

Xuanyuan Chen’s lips twitched as he said in an unpleasant tone, “She’s truly an exceptional talent.” 

Liuli Luoluo also said, “Impressive.” 

Sheng Xiao nodded in satisfaction and left with his sword. 

Liuli Luoluo shook her head and complained, “F*ck, even Sheng Xiao knows how to show off PDA. I can’t 

stand it anymore.” 
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After winning the battle, Yu Huang returned to the spectator stand with a calm expression under the 

gazes of everyone present. 

Sheng Yang and Na Luo hurriedly pulled Yu Feng to sit down. One massaged her back while the other 

pounded her back. Sheng Yang looked at her with starry eyes and praised her, “Yu Feng, you’re really 

awesome today.” 

The corners of Yu Huang’s mouth curled up as she asked them. “Did I stun everyone?” 

Na Luo said, “Of course. Look at the people around us who are watching. Who doesn’t look like they’re 

deeply astonished?” 

The battle with Liuli Feng had indeed stunned everyone. 

The seniors surrounding the spectator stands had yet to leave. They were still deeply immersed in the 

shock brought by the battle just now. 

The battle between Yu Huang and Liuli Feng had far exceeded the combat standards of the new 

students. They weren’t sure if they could win if they fought against Yu Huang. 

The new students nowadays were really too scary. They did not give the seniors any chance of survival 

at all. 

Xuanyuan Jing was also watching the battle. He originally thought that his cultivation was higher than Yu 

Huang and that he had entered Divine Realm Academy two years earlier than her, so he would definitely 

be able to defeat Yu Huang easily. 

But now, when he saw Liuli Feng’s battered and bloody appearance, his confidence was greatly shaken. 

He actually had an illusion that the person injured on the arena wasn’t Liuli Feng, but himself. 

Yu Feng had only awakened her beast form last year, yet she already possessed such formidable combat 

strength in a short period of time. If she was given a few more years, then how formidable would she 

be? At that time, even the top ten experts on the expert rankings would probably be afraid of her! 

Xuanyuan Jing raised his head to look at the relaxed Yu Feng on the spectator’s stand. He couldn’t help 

thinking, can I really defeat Yu Feng in the battle the day after tomorrow? 

If he was defeated, would he really kneel down and apologize to Yu Feng in front of the whole school? 

‘The more Xuanyuan Jing thought about it, the heavier his mood became. He didn’t even eat dinner and 

went straight to the cultivation hall. He asked for a room from the manager and went into seclusion. 

After entering the secret room, Xuanyuan Jing sat down with his legs crossed. He stared at the space 

ring on his index finger and a struggling look flashed across his eyes. 



After thinking for a long time, Xuanyuan Jing finally gritted his teeth and opened his interspatial ring to 

take out a light blue water attribute Monster Core.. 

Chapter 167: Xuanyuan Jing Was Afraid? 

  

 

There were black lines on the light blue Monster Core. If one took a closer look, one could tell that it was 

a tiger shark. 

This was actually the Monster Core of a grade 6 tiger shark demon beast. It was the coming of age gift 

from Xuanyuan Jing’s parents when he was 18 years old. 

Xuanyuan Jing held the Monster Core with a pensive expression. 

A powerful Monster Core could help a Beast Tamer raise their cultivation level. He was already at the 

late-stage of the Scholar realm. He wondered if he could raise his cultivation level to the peak of the 

late-stage after consuming this Monster Core. 

Xuanyuan Jing wanted to swallow this Monster Core immediately and raise his cultivation rapidly. 

However, he also understood that cultivation had to move forward step by step. Using Monster Cores to 

raise one’s cultivation was ultimately unorthodox. 

But. 

‘When Yuan Jing thought about Yu Feng’s breathtaking display on the combat arena, the last trace of 

hesitation in his eyes was forcefully extinguished. 

He could not lose! 

He could not kneel down in front of a woman! 

He had done nothing wrong! 

Xuanyuan Jing suddenly raised his head and opened his mouth to swallow the Monster Core. 

The Monster Core entered his stomach, and boundless water-attribute energy rampaged within his 

body. His meridians began to throb madly, and his bones felt as cold as if they had fallen into an 

icehouse. 

He could not help but tremble from the coldness. 

Xuanyuan Jing quickly sat down cross-legged and circulated all the spirit energy in his body to resist the 

cold. After his body got used to the cold, he used his spirit energy to wrap around the Monster Core and 

slowly absorbed the demonic power in it 

Time slowly passed. Xuanyuan Jing was immersed in his cultivation and didn’t know that the sky was 

already bright. 

On the central plaza, the arena matches were in full swing. Everyone was watching the exciting battles 

on each arena, but no one realized that Xuanyuan Jing had disappeared. 



The fourth day was the cross-grade challenge. To make it easier for the students to gather and watch, 

the academy rearranged the arena. 

The original 36 arenas were removed and merged into a circular arena with a diameter of over 3,000 

meters. 7,000 students sat around the arena, and they could watch the situation of the challenger 

league from all directions. 

The grade’s challenge match was much more exciting than the previous three days’ challenge match. 

There were continuous shouts and the atmosphere was very lively. When it was close to noon, people 

from the third grade’s combat department realized that Xuanyuan Jing had disappeared. 

“Where did Xuanyuan Jing of Class A go? Didn’t he have a match with Yu Feng today? Why didn’t I see 

him?” 

Hearing this, everyone looked towards the position of Class A of the Combat Department of the third 

grade. Indeed, there was no sign of Xuanyuan Jing. 

“Huh? Where did Xuanyuan go?” someone from Class A asked. 

A girl beside Xuanyuan Jing said, “Xuanyuan hasn’t been here since yesterday.” 

Hearing this, everyone’s imagination ran wild. Someone couldn’t help but say maliciously, “Could it be 

that he’s afraid of battle?” 

The letter of challenge from Yu Feng to Xuanyuan Jing was still hanging on the wall of the Disciplinary 

Hall. Everyone had been anticipating this battle for more than a year. 

It was no exaggeration to say that this battle between the two of them had already become the battle 

that the teachers and students of the entire school wanted to see the most. It was even more exciting 

than the Pro League Challenge. 

Today was the cross-grade challenge, so logically speaking, Yu Feng and Xuanyuan Jing would also fight 

today. 

However, when they saw that it was almost lunchtime, Xuanyuan Jing still didn’t appear. This made 

everyone suspicious and they couldn’t help but make guesses. 

Upon hearing this, a fair-skinned girl from Class A subconsciously retorted loudly, “How is that possible? 

Xuanyuan is one of the top masters in our third grade. How could he be afraid of a freshman?” 

Xuanyuan Jing was handsome and elegant, and he had a huge family background to add to his prestige. 

He actually had many fangirls in the academy. 

This woman was called Lin Qingging and was one of Xuanyuan Jing’s admirers. 

“Why is it impossible?” A man who looked a little simple and honest glanced at Lin Qingging and 

analyzed logically. “Everyone saw the battle between Yu Huang and Liu Liufeng the afternoon before. Is 

that the strength a first-year should have? In my opinion, Yu Huang’s strength is considered strong 

even in our third grade. Xuanyuan Jing saw that Yu Huang was so strong, so it’s not impossible for him to 

back down.” 



Seeing her beloved man being slandered, Lin Qingging was naturally angry. She rebuked the man angrily. 

“Don’t talk nonsense! Xuanyuan has always been magnanimous and aboveboard. Winning and losing in 

the arena is common. Why does he need to avoid the battle? You’re just jealous of him because 

you see that Xuanyuan has a good family background and is handsome!” 

After being scolded by the woman, the honest-looking man turned angry. 

‘The man sneered and said with a smirk, “Winning and losing in the arena is indeed common, but losing 

to an ex-fiancée that he despised and broke off the engagement with, wouldn’t he, Xuanyuan Jing, 

suffer extreme humiliation?” 

“Lin Qingging, have you forgotten that if Xuanyuan Jing is defeated, he will have to kowtow and 

apologize to Yu Feng?” 

Upon hearing that, Lin Qingqing felt a little unsure. 

That’s right, if Xuanyuan Jing lost, he would have to apologize to Yu Feng in front of everyone and admit 

that he wasn’t worthy of Yu Feng, The price of losing was too great. Could it be that Xuanyuan was really 

afraid to fight? 

At this moment, another short man said, “In my opinion, Xuanyuan Jing deserves i 

Everyone looked at each of the men. This man was a student from Class B of the third grade. His name 

was Zheng Kai, and he had some personal grudges with Xuanyuan Jing. 

When Zheng Kai was young, he was also a fan of Yu Huang and regarded her as his goddess. However, 

his idol was engaged to Xuanyuan Jing. 

Yu Feng’s engagement broke the hearts of male fans like Zheng Kai and the rest. However, Xuanyuan 

Jing was born with a handsome face and an extraordinary family background. Even his talent and 

abilities were stronger than his. Zheng Kai also acknowledged Xuanyuan Jing from the bottom of his 

heart. 

It wasn’t easy for him to accept the fact that Xuanyuan Jing was Yu Feng’s fiance, but Xuanyuan Jing was 

a heartless jerk. He actually ran to the hospital and forcefully broke off the engagement with Yu Feng 

before Yu Feng’s face was disfigured. 

Xuanyuan Jing’s actions angered Yu Feng’s male and female fans. 

He got their idol, but not only did he not cherish her, but he even broke her heart! 

He was a jerk! 

Today, he finally caught Xuanyuan Jing’s mistake, so Zheng Kai naturally had to take the chance to 

humiliate Xuanyuan Jing before he could be satisfied. 

Zheng Kai said with a cold smile, “Before Yu Huang was disfigured, she was extremely popular in Divine 

Moon Empire. Her fans were all over the country, and who didn’t praise her looks? How much did 

Xuanyuan Jing like her back then? He doted on her like a precious treasure. However, the moment Yu 

Huang was disfigured, before she was discharged from the hospital, Xuanyuan Jing ran to the hospital to 

end the engagement.” 



“It’s understanding for a man to value beauty. But even if he wants to end the engagement, he 

shouldn’t be in a hurry. Can’t he wait for Yu Feng to be discharged and find a quiet place to talk to her 

privately?” 

“I think he deserves to be defeated!” 

The worse the defeat, the better! 

Ajerk should be beaten up! 

‘When they heard Zheng Kai’s words, the others nodded their heads and said, “Kuanyuan Jing’s actions 

are indeed lacking in grace. It’s no wonder Yu Huang can’t take this lying down. This matter is hard for 

anyone to bear.” 

‘When Lin Qingqing heard them slandering Xuanyuan Jing like this, she was both angry and frustrated, 

but she couldn’t win against them. They were speaking the truth. 

Lin Qingging gritted her teeth while hoping that Xuanyuan Jing wasn’t really afraid of battle. 

In the Cultivation Hall. 

After a day and two nights, Xuanyuan Jing finally absorbed all the energy from the Monster Core. The 

level 6 Monster Core contained a huge amount of energy, which really allowed him to reach the peak of 

the late-stage of the Scholar realm. 

After opening his eyes, Xuanyuan Jing exhaled slowly. 

He stood up and stretched before sitting down again. 

Xuanyuan Jing closed his eyes and used his consciousness to probe the beast heart in his body. He saw 

that the beast heart had grown bigger, and his spirit energy had also become much more mellow. A faint 

smile of satisfaction finally appeared on his lips. 

His cultivation level was at the peak of the late-stage of the Scholar Realm, and he was only one step 

away from the cultivation level of a Master. Now that his cultivation level had increased, it would 

probably be difficult for him to find an opponent in the entire third grade. 

No matter how strong Yu Huang was, she would not be able to defeat a Beast Tamer who was close to 

the level of a Master! 

With that thought, Xuanyuan Jing finally felt more at ease. 

When he left the Cultivation Hall, even his steps became full of vigor. He no longer had the anxiety and 

lack of confidence from the afternoon before. 

‘When it was close to noon, Xuanyuan Jing suddenly found an empty seat in the central plaza beside Lin 

Qingging. 

Seeing that Xuanyuan Jing had actually come, Zheng Kai and the honest-looking man had subtle 

expressions on their faces. On the other hand, Lin Qingging, who was determined to protect Xuanyuan 

Jing’s reputation, became even more aggrieved when she saw Xuanyuan Jing appear. 

‘The moment Xuanyuan Jing sat down, he saw the female classmate beside him looking at him with a 



pair of soft and gentle eyes. He was stunned for a moment before asking in a deep voice, “Qingging, 

what’s wrong?” 

After thinking about it, Xuanyuan Jing asked again, “Could it be that you lost the group arena 

competition?” 

Lin Qingging shook her head and said aggrievedly, “You didn’t come yesterday and this morning, 

Someone spread rumors that you were afraid of battle and didn’t dare to fight with Yu Feng because 

you were afraid that you would lose to her! I didn’t believe that you were that kind of person, so I 

argued 

with them.” 

Lin Qingging couldn’t help but shed tears. She sobbed and said, “Xuanyuan, I knew you weren’t a 

coward.” 

Hearing that, Xuanyuan Jing’s handsome face became sullen. 

Who was so nosy? 

Although he had indeed been afraid of Yu Feng at the beginning, after he swallowed a Rank 6 Monster 

Core, his cultivation had improved greatly, so dealing with Yu Feng was naturally not a problem. 

Xuanyuan Jing took out a handkerchief and passed it to Lin Qingqing. “Wipe your tears, and…” He smiled 

at Lin Qingging and said,” Thank you for protecting me.” 

Staring at Xuanyuan Jing’s smiling face, Lin Qingqing didn’t feel wronged anymore. 

She took the handkerchief and wiped her tears while blushing. 

Only then did Xuanyuan Jing look towards those men who didn’t like him. 

Zheng Kai noticed Xuanyuan Jing’s gaze but he didn’t back down. He puffed out his chest at Xuanyuan 

Jing to see what he could do. 

Xuanyuan Jing naturally wouldn’t fight with Zheng Kai. He smiled and said, “Let others say what they 

want. When I defeat Yu Huang, they will naturally have nothing to say.” 

Zheng Kai immediately turned around and spat, “Victory my ass! Do you really think you’re invincible?!” 

Lin Qingqing secretly sized up Xuanyuan Jing and felt that the composed Xuanyuan Jing was even more 

charming than usual.. 

Chapter 168: Going Back on Your Word, Shameless Person! 

  

 

In next to no time, the battle at the arena ended, and it was time for lunch. 

Xuanyuan Jing had not eaten for two days and was hungry now. 



He went to the dining area of the sunshade and saw Yu Huang, Sheng Yang, and the others from a 

distance. The three girls bought a roasted rabbit and a roasted duck and sat on the lawn to eat. 
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Xuanyuan Jing looked at them from afar and didn’t walk over. 

He heard someone behind him saying, “Did you guys see the battle between the freshmen of the first 

grade two days ago? This batch of freshmen is much stronger than our batch. I heard that the junior 

called Yu Huang is going to fight with the third grade Xuanyuan Jing this afternoon. I wonder who will 

Another person analyzed and said, “Yu Huang’s chances of winning are still very small. After all, she’s 

only at the intermediate stage of the Scholar Realm. I heard that Xuanyuan Jing of the third grade has 

the cultivation of a late stage Scholar.” 

Another person was unconvinced. “But she is a super beast form metahuman, and her explosive power 

is also very strong. Have you all forgotten? The moment the phoenix appeared yesterday, all the birds 

and beasts ran out of the forest to kneel down and worship her. Tsk tsk, who wouldn’t say 

something about that scene when they saw it? I think that Xuanyuan Jing will still have a hard time 

winning against Yu Huang.” 

“Who knows?” 

“Twonder if Yu Huang will bring an assistant?” 

“Who knows?” 

Those people walked away while talking. Xuanyuan Jing stood on the spot for a moment before turning 

to leave. 

Once he left, Na Luo said, “Kuanyuan Jing stared at you for a long time.” 

Yu Huang raised her head to look at Xuanyuan Jing’s back and didn’t say anything. 

Sheng Yang tore off the fattest rabbit leg and handed it to Yu Huang. “Here, eat it. After you’re full, beat 

Xuanyuan Jing to death!” 

Na Luo also handed the duck leg to Yu Huang. ‘T’ll give you my duck leg as well.” 

Yu Huang held a leg in each hand. She didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. “Do you all think I’m a 

foodie?” Although she said that, she still finished the leg. 

After eating, the three of them went to the toilet. 

Yu Huang washed her hands and walked out of the ladies’ room, She saw Sheng Xiao standing under a 

big tree. Yu Huang put her hands behind her back and walked to Sheng Xiao. She asked, “Are you 

waiting for me?” 

Sheng Xiao asked, “Are you nervous?” 

“Tm nervous.” Yu Huang teased him. “Give me a kiss and I might not be nervous anymore.” 

Yu Huang wanted to tease Sheng Xiao, but Sheng Xiao asked seriously, “Really?” 



Yu Huang said, “Yes.” 

Sheng Xiao bent down and kissed her forehead. His lips were cold. He pressed his cold lips on her 

forehead. “Alright, don’t be nervous. Just do your best.” 

“Alright!” 

Sheng Yang and Na Luo came out after washing their hands. Seeing that Yu Huang was talking with 

Sheng Xiao, they decided not to be third wheels. So, they stood at a distance. 

Sheng Xiao noticed them coming out. He said to Yu Huang, “Yang Yang is here. You can go now.” 

“Alright!” 

There was an hour and a half break in the afternoon. The three of them went to the forest and 

wandered around before returning to the arena. 

The first and third grade’s seats were in the west side of the spectator’s stand, not far away. Because Yu 

Huang still had a challenge match in the afternoon, she sat in the first row. 

The three of them had just sat down when they saw Xuanyuan Jing walking in from the west gate. The 

uniform given by the academy made Xuanyuan Jing look handsome and elegant. 

Many girls realized that Xuanyuan Jing had entered the courtyard and were stealing glances at him. 

Xuanyuan Jing looked straight ahead and paid no attention to the girls’ peeping. 

He walked straight to the first-years’ camp and stood in front of Yu Huang, He lowered his eyes and said 

to her, “When this match is over, let’s go on stage.” 

Only then did Yu Huang raise her head to look at him. Seeing how confident Xuanyuan Jing was, fighting 

spirit ignited in Yu Huang’s heart. 

Xuanyuan Jing nodded and walked towards the camp of the third grade. He didn’t return to his position 

and stood at the front of the camp. 

Seeing this, the students started whispering to each other. 

“Is Xuanyuan Jing going on stage?” 

“Tjust saw him talking to Yu Huang. They will probably be going on stage next.” 

“Exciting, the thrill of a true caster!” 

‘What was more exciting than watching old lovers fight each other? 

If there was, it would definitely be a scene of father and son fighting. 

At this moment, on the arena, a female tenth grade senior was challenging a male twelfth grade senior. 

After an hour of fighting, the victor was finally decided. 

The female student was defeated and half of her arm was dislocated. 

“Lin Ran, thank you for letting me win!” The man cupped his fists and apologized to Lin Ran. Then, he 

walked over to support her other arm and helped her out of the ring. He was a gentleman. 



The temporary referee, Gold Ingot, flew onto the stage. Seeing that the spectator area was noisy, he 

raised his hand and gently pressed down. The noisy audience instantly quietened down. 

In the quiet atmosphere, Gold Ingot shouted, “Next group of challengers, please enter the ring!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Yu Huang suddenly stood up and spread her wings to fly towards the 

arena. 

Seeing that Yu Huang had appeared, the entire school was in an uproar. 

“She’s here! She’s here! Yu Huang is here!” 

“She’s here! She’s here and she’s spreading her wings and making a cool entrance!” 

After ascending the arena, Yu Huang first bowed to Gold Ingot before casting her gaze towards the front 

of the third grade camp. 

Yu Huang clenched her fists and said to Xuanyuan Jing, “First grade Combat Department Class S class Yu 

Huang, please battle third grade senior Xuanyuan Jing!” 

Xuanyuan Jing cupped his fists and bowed back to Yu Huang. “Xuanyuan Jing accepts the challenge!” 

After Xuanyuan Jing arrived at the center of the ring, he glanced at Yu Huang and suddenly said, 

“According to the rules, students can bring a support Beast Tamer to fight together, right?” 

Hearing that, Yu Huang was slightly stunned. She then narrowed her eyes and looked at Xuanyuan Jing 

without any warmth. 

He lied to her! 

Gold Ingot frowned and took a deep look at Xuanyuan Jing before saying with a stiff face, “According to 

the rules, you guys can indeed bring support masters to fight together.” 

Xuanyuan Jing nodded with a smile, then tured around and bowed towards the fifth grade’s Support 

Department. He shouted loudly, “Jiang Wu, please help!” 

Everyone turned their gaze towards the fifth grade’s Support Department and saw a tall man slowly 

standing up. He jumped off the arena and walked towards Xuanyuan Jing. 

“What’s going on?! Xuanyuan Jing actually invited Jiang Wu to assist him!” 

Jiang Wa, who was in his fifth year, was an A class potential healing-type beast tamer. His beast form 

was an instrument called a xun. When he played the xun, he could increase his partner’s combat power 

by 40%! 

No one expected Xuanyuan Jing to be able to invite Jiang Wu. 

On the first grade’s side, Sheng Yang and Na Luo noticed this change and stood up at the same time. 

“Xuanyuan Jing! You are shameless!” Sheng Yang’s face turned red from anger. She used her spiritual 

energy to shout, “Xuanyuan Jing, you told Yu Huang that day that you wouldn’t bring any support during 

the final battle. How can you go back on your words?!” 

Na Luo also cursed, “You’re a liar!” 



Chapter 169: Decisive Battle with Xuanyuan Jing! 

  

 

‘Their curses were wrapped in spiritual energy and spread throughout the entire central plaza. When 

the students who didn’t know the truth heard this, their gazes towards Xuanyuan Jing instantly became 

filled with disdain. 

“He actually lied to Yu Huang!” 

“Gosh, this man is so shameless. In order to win, he actually went back on his words!” 

“Useless trash!” 

‘The students of Class A were all embarrassed. Who would have thought that Xuanyuan Jing would do 

something so shameless? 

Hearing the condemnation, the corners of Xuanyuan Jing’s lips curled up slightly. He said, “How can I be 

considered to be going back on my word? I hired a support, so Yu Huang can naturally also hire a 

support.” 

He smiled and asked Yu Huang, “Yu Huang, don’t you agree?” 

Xuanyuan Jing clearly knew that she didn’t invite a beast tamer to assist her, yet he still asked her this 

question on purpose. He was simply messing with her! Yu Huang didn’t say anything, and her gaze 

towards Xuanyuan Jing was filled with killing intent for the first time. 

At this moment, on the grandstand, Feng Si suddenly stood up and shouted to Yu Huang in a loud voice, 

“Yu Huang! I can be your support!” 

At the same time, people from the various grades stood up one after another and volunteered. 

“Yu Huang, you have to believe me. I can also be your support!” 

“Tm also willing to be your support!” 

Yu Huang looked around at the warm-hearted upperclassmen on the spectator’s stand. She cupped her 

fists at them and said gratefully, “Thank you for your kind intentions, fellow students and 

upperclassmen, but today’s battle is a personal grudge between me and Xuanyuan Jing. I won’t trouble 

everyone!” 

She was also secretly mocking Xuanyuan Jing for being despicable and shameless. 

Xuanyuan Jing’s face fell slightly. At this moment, he could still invite Jiang Wu to come down and fight 

with Yu Huang alone. However, he didn’t dare to gamble. He was afraid of losing to Yu Huang, afraid of 

being forced to kneel down and apologize to her in front of the whole school. 

He was the young master of the Xuanyuan Clan. How could he face the Xuanyuan Clan if he knelt before 

an ugly woman? 

Xuanyuan Jing gave a sinister smile and said, “Yu Huang, you gave up on inviting beast tamers to assist 

you. If you lose, don’t blame me for bullying you.” 



“So much nonsense!” Yu Huang opened her right palm towards Xuanyuan Jing and made a gesture of 

inviting him to fight. She said expressionlessly, “Xuanyuan, let’s fight!” 

After saying that, Yu Huang didn’t wait for Xuanyuan Jing and Jiang Wu to make their preparations and 

immediately released the wings of the Vermillion Bird and Xuan Yu. 

Xuan Yu soared in the sky and circled high in the sky before revealing the true form of the Divine Feather 

Phoenix. The Divine Feather Phoenix let out a cry towards the sky, and its cry shook the souls of others. 

Xuanyuan Jing saw that Yu Huang had summoned her super beast form without hesitation and realized 

that she was going to fight him to the death. He didn’t dare to lower his guard and quickly summoned 

his advanced beast form. 

It was a huge greyish-white spiral-toothed shark. 

Realizing that Xuanyuan Jing’s Rotating Tooth Shark had grown bigger, the classmates who were familiar 

with him cried out in surprise, “Xuanyuan Jing’s cultivation has improved again. How did he improve so 

quickly?!” 

At the same time, Jiang Wu also summoned his musical instrument xun and played it immediately. 

‘The moment the low and deep music rang out, Xuanyuan Jing’s Rotating Tooth Shark rapidly grew to a 

third of its original size. 

With the assistance of the beast tamers, Xuanyuan Jing was like a tiger with wings! 

Yu Huang spread her wings and flew high into the sky. Her black hair fluttered in the wind, and her 

battle dress fluttered in the wind. She was like a female war god. Standing high in the sky, Yu Huang 

shouted in a low voice, “Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame, Sun Shooting Sword!” 

Xuan Yu immediately turned into a longbow with raging flames on it. 

Yu Huang held the bow in her hand and the arrow in her right hand. She bent the bow and shot at 

Xuanyuan Jing. 

Seeing this, Xuanyuan Jing hurriedly took half a step back and quickly mobilized all the spirit energy in 

his body. He raised his hands above his head and roared, “Fury of Thunder!” 

After receiving the order, the Rotating Tooth Shark raised its head and let out a long howl. The blue sky 

and white clouds rapidly became densely covered with dark clouds. 

Lightning flashed in the sky, thunder rumbled in the clouds, and a hurricane suddenly appeared in the 

square. A torrential rain fell from the sky, but the raindrops did not land on the ground, but on the body 

of the Rotating Tooth Shark. 

In the next second, the Rotating Tooth Shark opened its giant mouth and roared at that Sun Shooting 

Sword that was flying over. It spat out a wall of water. 

‘The Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame and the huge wave water wall collided, forming a spectacle in the air. 

Seeing this scene, the students only felt excited. “F*ck, these two people went all out the moment they 

entered the arena. They’re trying to kill the other party!” 

“Former lovers and old enemies. How exciting!” 



‘The Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame was indeed powerful, but Yu Huang’s cultivation was only at the 

intermediate stage of a Scholar. There was a huge difference in power between her and Xuanyuan Jing, 

so after holding on for a while, she showed signs of fatigue. 

Xuanyuan Jing saw that Yu Huang couldn’t hold on anymore and shouted at Jiang Wu, “Help me!” 

Jiang Wu immediately changed to an impassioned and lethal song. As the song changed, the 

supplementary power Jiang Wu used on Xuanyuan Jing also increased. 

‘The Rotary Fang Shark continued to grow larger, and it opened its mouth to spit a mouthful of water at 

the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame. 

The Scorching Sun Sword, which was transformed from the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame, finally could 

not withstand the Rotating Tooth Shark’s attack. It flew towards Yu Huang, transformed into a Divine 

Feather Phoenix, and burrowed back into her glabella. 

“Pfft!” 

A mouthful of blood spurted out of Yu Huang’s mouth as she was sent flying dozens of meters away by 

the backlash before she crashed to the ground. 

Hearing the sound of Yu Huang landing on the ground, many girls could not bear to close their eyes. 

In the sky, Sheng Xiao clenched his fists but he did not act rashly. 

This was a battle between Yu Huang and Xuanyuan Jing. Regardless of the outcome, he could not 

interfere. 

Sheng Xiao could not bear to see it and closed his eyes. 

Ah Feng, come on. 

Yu Huang fell to the ground. Half of her body was numb. She clutched her chest and spat out another 

mouthful of blood. Only then did she bend her back and use her hands to prop herself up shakily. 

She stared at the upright figure beneath the Rotating Tooth Shark. Blood trickled from the corner of her 

mouth, but gaze remained firm. 

Seeing this, Xuanyuan Jing’s expression changed slightly but he didn’t say anything. 

Yu Huang refused to admit defeat, and she endured the intense pain as she spread her wings and soared 

into the sky once more. She flapped her Vermillion Bird wings, and once again, she utilized the starry 

sky. 

“Starry Sky!” 

More than three thousand spirit energy blades flew toward the shark. 

Seeing that Yu Huang was still unwilling to admit defeat, Xuanyuan Jing gave a cold laugh. “What’s the 

use of struggling on the verge of death?” 

People could not recognize their own limits. 



Yu Huang was severely injured. The power of the stars she had used this time was far inferior to the Sun 

Shooting Sword. Xuanyuan Jing didn’t take it to heart. 

‘When the three thousand sword blades were about to reach the Rotating Tooth Shark, Xuanyuan Jing 

finally counterattacked calmly. 

“Deep Sea Tornado!” 

‘The Rotating Tooth Shark swam in the air for a while before standing up straight. Its massive and 

powerful tail suddenly swayed from side to side. As its tail swayed, the entire space distorted. 

A tornado suddenly appeared in the void. That tornado was incomparably huge. It directly sucked the 

three thousand blades in and easily dissolved them. 

Not only that, but under the control of Xuanyuan Jing’s spiritual energy, that tornado actually attacked 

Yu Huang, who was high up in the sky. 

Yu Huang sensed Xuanyuan Jing’s malicious intentions and turned to flee. However, the severely injured 

her flying speed became much slower, and she was swept into the tornado after just fifty meters. 

“ah!” Yu Huang’s body was swept into the tornado. She was like a petrel whose wings had been broken. 

She was swept high into the sky by the tornado before being ruthlessly thrown to the ground. 

After being smashed down from a hundred meters in the sky, even though Yu Huang had spirit energy 

attached to her, when she landed, she still created a small pit on the ground. 

The strap on her mask snapped, and the gold mask fell from her face before bouncing off into the 

distance. 

“Ahhh!” Yu Huang’s miserable scream made people’s scalp go numb, and many girls were angered by 

the scene. 

Gold Ingot’s eyelids twitched. He wanted Yu Huang to admit defeat. 

Admit defeat. She wouldn’t suffer humiliation if she lost to that despicable brat Xuanyuan Jing! 

Yu Huang was lying on her side in a pit. Fresh blood flowed out of her mouth, staining the white shirt 

underneath her uniform. Yu Huang’s vision had already become blurry. She saw someone standing up in 

the stands and shouting for her to admit defeat. 

Admit defeat? 

But how could she admit defeat? 
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From the Prosperous Capital to the Divine Realm Academy, she used an entire year jumping into the 

Purgatory Sea, swallowing the Pure Spirit Sacred Pearl, fighting on snow to find the Plum Leopard. 

She had suffered so much along the way, and she had never once thought of giving up. 

Why? 



‘Wasn’t it so that she could enter the Divine Realm Academy one day and fight Xuanyuan Jing to avenge 

herself? 

At this moment, Xuanyuan Jing landed gracefully in front of Yu Huang. When he saw that Yu Huang’s 

mask had fallen off and her scarred face was revealed, he instantly felt nauseous. 

‘Asa shallow person, Xuanyuan Jing couldn’t look at Yu Huang’s face and talk to her. 

Xuanyuan Jing bent down and picked up the mask on the ground. He walked to the edge of the pit and 

squatted down before pressing the mask on Yu Huang’s face. 

Staring at Yu Huang’s body that was covered in blood, Xuanyuan Jing said, “There’s no need to continue 

fighting. Even if I lose your life, you won’t win against me.” 

“Yu Huang, admit defeat.” 

After saying that, Xuanyuan Jing turned around and walked towards his beast form. 

That golden phoenix mask was pressed crookedly on Yu Huang’s face by Xuanyuan Jing. The position of 

her nose and eyes were not aligned and it blocked Yu Huang’s line of sight. 

Yu Huang endured the pain and lifted her finger to remove her mask. 

Her eyelashes were stained with blood, and Yu Huang’s vision turned red. However, within the red light, 

she saw a row of tall figures. 

It was the statue of six famous people in the Hall of Fame. 

Yu Huang stared at the statue of the man on the right, and her heart suddenly surged with a sense of 

grievance. 

Father. 

You must be disappointed with your daughter’s wretched state. 
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‘The selfless Prime Master didn’t speak and only looked down at the great earth below him with a gentle 

expression. 

Yu Huang looked at her father’s figure and suddenly felt an intense intent to battle! 

She could not lose! 

Xuanyuan Jing was just a small hill in front of her. Behind him was Yin Mingchong and the mastermind 

who used her to harm the entire Holy Spirit Continent! 

Xuanyuan Jing was the first mountain she had to cross. If she couldn’t even cross this mountain, how 

could she fight against Yin Mingchong? How could she go to the world to find her mother? How could 

she revive her father and Senior Su? 

She had learned how to walk while falling. She could not admit defeat just like that! 

For her mother! 



For her father! 

For Daddy! 

She could not lose! 

Yu Huang gritted her teeth and quickly swallowed a medicine to stop the bleeding. Even though her 

mouth was filled with the smell of blood, Yu Huang still swallowed the medicine mixed with the blood. 

‘The moment the medicine entered her abdomen, the blood in Yu Huang’s body stopped flowing. 

She bit her tongue and forced herself to stay awake. Then, she endured the pain in her bones and 

staggered to her feet. 

“Yu Huang has stood up again!” Seeing Yu Huang stand up again, all the students were infected by her 

perseverance, and their faces revealed expressions of admiration. 

Gold Ingot saw Yu Huang stand up again and looked at her lovingly for the first time. 

This silly child. 

Hearing the commotion, Xuanyuan Jing turned back in disbelief. Seeing that Yu Huang had really stood 

up again, Xuanyuan Jing couldn’t help becoming angry. 

What was she doing? Was she prepared to fight to the death? 

Stubbornness was a virtue most of the time, but at certain times, stubbornness was also a kind of 

foolishness. 

Yu Huang? 

She might as well be called a foolish phoenix! 

How foolish! 

Yu Huang stared at Yin Mingjue’s statue, clenched her fists, and slowly closed her eyes. 

‘The moment she closed her eyes, Yin Mingjue appeared in her Spiritual Abode. He held a bow in his 

hand and walked unsteadily, like he was practicing his drunken fist. 

With every step he took, his aura grew stronger. 

Yu Huang’s eyes were still closed as she slowly opened her left hand. 

Xuan Yu immediately turned into a bow and laid in Yu Huang’s hands. 

Yu Huang held the bow in her left hand, and her legs began to sway as if she was drunk. She walked 

faster and faster, and her drunken state became more obvious. 

Seeing Yu Huang’s actions, not only were Xuanyuan Jing and the students in the stands confused, even 

the professors in the sky revealed puzzled looks. 

“What is she doing?” 

Sheng Xiao, his heart aching, looked at Yu Huang. He was puzzled too. 



Only Gold Ingot suddenly widened his eyes after seeing Yu Huang’s actions. “Is she comprehending the 

Blazing Moon Art?” 

Gold Ingot stared at Yu Huang’s swaying figure. His memories seemed to have traveled back to more 

than a hundred years ago, back to the Upper World High School League. 

In that instant, he seemed to have seen Yin Mit 

On that day, Yin Mingjue was covered in wounds in order to protect Jing Rujiu. Everyone thought that he 

would die without a doubt, but he stood up again and comprehended the Blazing Moon Art at the 

critical moment. He turned the situation around by himself. 

Gold Ingot saw Yin Mingjue’s shadow on Yu Huang. 

It was the spirit of refusing to admit defeat, accept fate, and being unafraid of death! 

‘That was called selflessness! 

Gold Ingot suddenly looked up at the statue of Yin Mingjue of the Hall of Fame in the distance. For a 

moment, he didn’t know whether to feel relieved or sad. 

“You’re gone, but your technique has passed down.’ 

Yu Huang’s footsteps completely fused with Yin Mingjue’s footsteps in the Spiritual Abode. As she 

walked, the boundless spirit energy in the world surged into Yu Huang’s body. 

Yin Mingjue’s figure, her father’s limp figure, and a woman’s blurry features appeared in her mind. 

‘What was love? 

It was being unable to part with someone and loving everything about someone. 

For love, one could do anything in the world! 

For love, one could enter hell! 

Yu Huang suddenly opened her eyes. The moment she opened her eyes, a golden spiritual force 

emerged from beneath her feet and enveloped her. 
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Professor Mu’s eyes suddenly widened when he saw the spirit energy that was wrapped around Yu 

Huang. “This aura…” Professor Mu seemed to have thought of something and couldn’t help but lower 

her head to look at the statue of Yin Mingjue of the Hall of Fame. She was shocked.” This is the spirit 

energy aura of the Prime Master! ” 

Chapter 170: Counterattack, Turn Defeat Into Victory! 

  

 

Professor Mu, her eyes filled with incomparable awe, looked at Yu Huang. It seemed that Yu Huang had 

successfully comprehended the Blazing Moon Art! 



Hearing that, Sheng Xiao looked at Yu Huang with a burning gaze. She was always giving him surprises. 

The golden spiritual energy around Yu Huang’s body became more and more dazzling. In the end, it was 

so dense that she was almost invisible. 

‘When Xuanyuan Jing saw this scene, he suddenly felt a sense of danger and fear. 

‘What kind of technique was this? 

Why had he never seen her use it before? 

At that moment, Yu Huang suddenly tumed around. Her left hand held the longbow that was 

transformed from the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame. A translucent fiery-red crystal ball floated in her 

open right palm. 

That crystal ball looked like a combination of some kind of energy, but as a beast tamer, Xuanyuan Jing 

didn’t sense any spirit energy fluctuations from it. 

“What exactly is that?!” Xuanyuan Jing was astonished. 

“What is that?” Professor Mu was also attracted by the fiery red ball in Yu Huang’s palm. She said 

thoughtfully, “This thing looks somewhat familiar.” 

‘When Vice-Principal Edward, who was in charge of the entire Purifying Spirit Department, saw this, he 

suddenly stood up in shock and exclaimed, “That’s a Psychic Ball! How can this girl be a Purifying Spirit 

Master?!” 
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Purifying Spirit Master? 

Professor Mu was stunned by Edward’s words. 

Professor Mu found it inconceivable and instinctively retorted, “That’s impossible? Yu Huang is clearly a 

Beast Tamer. Edward, are you mistaken? She can’t be a Purifying Spirit Master!” 

Edward rolled his eyes at Professor Mu and said angrily, “That’s what I’m researching. How can I be 

mistaken? You can question my character, but you can’t question my profession!” 

Hearing that, everyone fell silent. 

Edward was a Purifying Spirit Master and had devoted his entire life to researching for the Purifying 

Spirit Department. They could mistake the Psychic Sphere, but could Professor Mu? 

Professor Mu thought about how close Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang were and wanted to ask Sheng Xiao 

what was going on. 

Professor Mu raised her head and looked at Sheng Xiao. She realized that Sheng Xiao was not surprised 

when he heard what Edward said. She felt that something was amiss. 

Did Sheng Xiao already know about it? 

“Sheng Xiao, are you hiding something from us?” 

Sheng Xiao bowed and replied respectfully, “Professor Mu, Yu Huang is indeed a Purifying Spirit 

Master.” 



‘With Sheng Xiao’s confirmation, Professor Mu no longer had doubts that Yu Huang was a Purifying 

Spirit Master. 

But 

“How is that possible? Isn’t she a Beast Tamer?” How could someone be both a Beast Tamer and a 

Purifying Spirit Master? “Sheng Xiao asked.” What was going on?” 

Everyone looked at Sheng Xiao while hoping that he would give a detailed explanation. 

Sheng Xiao nodded and explained, “Yu Huang is indeed a Beast Tamer, but she is also a Purifying Spirit 

Master. She is the only Purifying Spirit Master and Beast Tamer in the entire Holy Spirit Continent. Her 

teacher is Master Lin Jiansheng, the president of the Purifying Spirit branch in the Prosperous 

Capital of the Divine Moon Empire.” 

These words shocked all the professors. 

“Yu Huang is a dual-cultivator? Is she the disciple of that stingy Lin Jiansheng?” When Lin Jiansheng was 

in the Divine Realm Academy, he was famous for being stingy. He had graduated more than a hundred 

years ago, but these old friends still had a deep impression of him. 

No one expected Yu Huang to be Lin Jiansheng’s disciple. 

“She is a treasure!” Edward stared at the enchanting figure in the ring with fervent eyes and said 

excitedly, “We’ll take this child too!” 

Professor Mu said, “She is a student of our Beast Tamer Department.” 

Edward immediately retorted fiercely, “But she entered the Divine Realm Academy as a scholar. A 

scholar should belong to our Purifying Spirit Academy!” 

“But she entered the Beast Tamer Department first!” 

“But she’s also a Purifying Spirit Master. What’s wrong with joining my Purifying Spirit Department! ?” 

The battle was not over yet, but Professor Mu and Edward were already fighting in the sky. 

Sheng Xiao blocked his hearing. He lowered his head and focused on the battle below. 

Xuanyuan Jing wasn’t Edward, so he couldn’t recognize the true identity of the ball on Yu Huang’s right 

hand. However, the energy released from the crystal ball made Xuanyuan Jing feel uneasy. 

Xuanyuan Jing’s instincts told him that that thing was very dangerous. He immediately ran to the bottom 

of his beast form and said to Jiang Wu, “Give me your greatest support!” 

In Jiang Wu’s eyes, Yu Huang was already riddled with wounds and was nothing to be afraid of. 

However, he was being paid by Xuanyuan Jing. Since Xuanyuan Jing had requested it, he could only do it 

obediently. 

“Understood!” 

Jiang Wu began to sing the most powerful song in his cultivation technique. With the support of the 

energy, the Giant Teeth Shark grew by another two meters. 



Jiang Wu told Xuanyuan Jing, “My abilities have reached the limit.” 

Xuanyuan Jing acknowledged and raised his head to look at the huge Rotating Tooth Shark that was 

coiled on top of his head. He then looked at the ball on Yu Huang’s right hand, and a sense of 

helplessness actually arose in his heart. 

At this moment, Yu Huang suddenly looked towards Xuanyuan Jing with an incomparably cold gaze. 

Xuanyuan Jing felt a chill run down his spine. 

With a thought from Yu Huang, the Psychic Sphere transformed into several fiery red arrows that fanned 

out. 

Yu Huang formed an arrow with her right hand and placed it on the longbow. The moment her Spiritual 

Energy and Spiritual Energy collided, the entire sky changed color. It was not an exaggeration to say that 

it could devour the sun and seize the moon!1 

Killing intent flashed past Yu Huang’s hazel eyes! She pulled out the fan-shaped arrow with her right 

hand and aimed it at where Xuanyuan Jing was standing. She muttered softly, “Blazing Moon Art!” 

Blazing Moon Art 

‘When Xuanyuan Jing heard these three words, his pupils contracted. 

It was actually the Blazing Moon Art! 

‘The Blazing Moon Art was a Witch-level cultivation technique created by the selfless Prime Master, so 

its power was extraordinary. Xuanyuan Jing knew how terrifying the Blazing Moon Art was, so he didn’t 

dare to underestimate his opponent. He hurriedly used his most powerful move again— 

“Bury of Thunder!” 

The Rotating Tooth Shark raised another water wall, protecting him and Jiang Wu behind it. 

‘At the same time, the five fingers on Yu Huang’s right hand suddenly loosened, and the fan-shaped 

arrow flew towards Xuanyuan Jing in an arc. 

It swept past the sunlight, overshadowing the brilliance of the sun. 

The long arrow left the bow with an imposing momentum! 

The long arrow and the wall of water clashed fiercely in the sky. Half of it was raging fire and the other 

half was clear water. This scene was gorgeous and magnificent. It should have been a beautiful painting, 

but the destructive power released from the painting was shocking. 

This time, the water wall created by the Rotating Tooth Shark only lasted for a few seconds before it was 

easily broken by Yu Huang. Once the water wall broke, the huge-toothed shark suffered a backlash and 

instantly turned into gray spirit energy that drilled back into Xuanyuan Jing’s body. 

‘The fan-shaped arrow passed through the water wall and landed in the middle of Xuanyuan Jing and 

Jiang Wu. It exploded with a bang and gave off a strong red light, creating a thirty-meter wide pit in the 

arena! 

“ah!” 



Xuanyuan Jing and Jiang Wu flew back several hundred meters and were ruthlessly smashed onto the 

grassland. They looked even more miserable than Yu Huang did before. 

“ah! My head hurts!” Jiang Wu fell to the ground and hugged his head as he cried out. He rolled around 

on the ground and his cries made one’s scalp tingle. 

Spiritual power harmed the body, and psychic power harmed the soul. The Blazing Moon Art, which was 

a combination of spiritual power and psychic power, harmed both the body and soul. 

Beast Tamers could easily recover from superficial wounds, but when their souls were injured, it was 

usually permanent. 

Jiang Wu was a helper beast tamer, so the attack power he received was relatively light. He could even 

roll on the ground and howl in pain. Meanwhile, Xuanyuan Jing was the main fighting force, so the 

damage he received far exceeded Jiang Wu’s. 

Xuanyuan Jing laid on the ground while unable to move at all. He was like a wooden doll that had lost its 

vitality. 

‘When the explosion happened earlier, the psychic fragments had cut through the artery on Xuanyuan 

Jing’s leg. Fresh blood gushed out from his body and soon dyed the green grass beneath him red. 

A psychic fragment pierced into his chest and into his heart. Although his heart wasn’t broken, it was still 

severely injured. 

Yu Huang bent down to pick up the mask on the ground and put it back on. She held her breath and 

walked slowly towards Xuanyuan Jing. 

Yu Huang’s figure appeared in Xuanyuan Jing’s blurry vision, and for the first time, he felt fear towards 

Yu Huang. Xuanyuan Jing wanted to retreat, but his body was too injured and couldn’t move an inch. 

‘When they got closer, Yu Huang stared at the fragment on Xuanyuan Jing’s heart for a while before 

kneeling down beside him. She stretched out her hand to pull out the fragment. 

Immediately, fresh blood spurted out and dyed the clothes on Xuanyuan Jing’s chest red. 

“ah…” Xuanyuan Jing let out a painful groan. 

Yu Huang threw the piece that was stained with Xuanyuan Jing’s blood into her interspatial ring and 

finally smiled. “Xuanyuan Jing, you lost. According to our agreement, you have to kneel down and 

apologize to me in front of the entire school and admit that you are not worthy of me. Are you going to 

break your promise?” 

Yet Xuanyuan Jing was already so injured that he couldn’t even stand up and couldn’t even open his 

mouth, so how could he kneel down to apologize? 

Unable to hear Xuanyuan Jing’s apology, Yu Huang was a little disappointed. 

Seeing that Yu Huang was a little unhappy, Gold Ingot hurriedly waved at the sky and shouted to 

Professor Zhong from the Healing Department, “Professor Zhong, I see that Xuanyuan’s injuries are 



quite serious. Why don’t you come down and treat his injuries?” 

Professor Zhong thought that he had heard wrongly and looked at Gold Ingot suspiciously. 

Gold Ingot was an extremely protective person, and Yu Huang was his only student. This brat Xuanyuan 

Jing went back on his words and brought a sixth grade healer to bully his student. Not only was he not 

angry, but he even kindly asked her to treat Xuanyuan Jing’s injuries 

Professor Zheng felt that he was up to no good. 

However, seeing that Xuanyuan Jing’s injuries were indeed serious, Professor Zhong didn’t dare to delay 

and quickly flew down to stop the bleeding on the spot. 

After the treatment to stop the bleeding ended, Professor Zhong examined Xuanyuan Jing’s body again 

and found that his soul had also been attacked. She looked at Yu Huang in astonishment and asked, “Are 

you a Purifying Spirit Master?” 

The Psychic Sphere had already been exposed. There was no way to hide the fact that Yu Huang was a 

Purifying Spirit Master. 

Yu Huang nodded. “Yes.” 

Professor Zhong shook her head and sighed. “You’re such a treasure.” 

However, such a huge treasure was dumped by Xuanyuan Jing… 

 


